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Abstract

This study aimed at evaluating the performance appraisal
system currently being used by press organizations of the
United Arab Emirates.

It also aimed at assessing the

possibility of introducing a new appraisal system to replace
the current one.

The investigator used two questionnaires and conducted
some formal interviews to collect the data needed to answer

this study's questions and test its hypotheses.

The

participants were drawn from the pool of superiors and
journalists at Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan Press Corporations in
the U.A.E.

The major findings of the study indicate that the
current appraisal system is perceived as inadequate by most

journalists and superiors.

Strong dissatisfaction with the

current system was voiced and a strong desire to change it or
modify it was very much evident.

The findings of this study and the available literature

on performance appraisal led the investigator to suggest and
strongly recommend the design and implementation of a new

appraisal system to be used at the various press
organizations of the United Arab Emirates.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

Performance appraisals for most journalists working in
the United Arab Emirates are random and very much dependent
on the prevailing moods of superiors at the time.

In other

words, no standardized appraisal system for journalists
exists in the United Arab Emirates.

This lack of a formal appraisal system is quite obvious
in two of the most popular press organization in the U.A.E:
Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan.

These two organizations use federal

civil laws as a guide to appraise the performance of their
journalists.

One civil law often referred to when evaluating

performance is the Federal Civil Law No. 2 (Article 40) which
deals with performance appraisals of federal employees.
Roughly translated, this law states that appraisals of
federal employees performance should take the form of a

written, annual report covering several aspects of each

employee's job.
separately.

Each aspect is evaluated and scored

Scores of individual aspects are then added up

to come up with a final rating which ranges from

unsatisfactory, at the low end, to excellent, at the high
end.

An excellent performance leads to salary increases and.

in some instances, to promotions.
leads to a warning.

An unsatisfactory rating

Any employee who gets 2 consecutive

warnings loses his/her chance for a salary increase.^
Based on personal experience of the researcher who
worked as a journalist at AL-Ittihad Press Organization for 6

years (1981-1987) and who is still working there as a free
lance writer, it can be stated that Al-Ittihad as well as

other organizations do not conduct any type of formal or
standard performance appraisal.

What they have, however, is

a form called "Daily Production and Follow-up Worksheet",
which is not a standardized evaluation form (see Appendix E).
Furthermore, the researcher has observed over time that

evaluators of journalists' performance, whether they are top
or middle managers do not possess the knowledge to complete a

performance appraisal nor do they seem to be aware of the
importance of such appraisals.
This lack of knowledge or awareness or both have
affected the attitudes of subordinates toward their superiors

and have produced dissatisfaction among journalists and

employees who tend to believe that promotions and financial
rewards are more random than expected.

Dissatisfaction among

employees often leads to reduced efforts and, thus, to lower
^ "Federal Civil Law No. (2)". The UAE Official Journal,
Volume No. 1, UAE, 1972.

levels of productivity.
It is the belief of the researcher that dissatisfaction

among journalists and employees of Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan

Press Organizations can be reversed and that relationships
between superiors (evaluators) and subordinates can be
improved if there is a standard annual or semi-annual

performance appraisal of all journalists and employees of the
above two press organizations.

Performance appraisal should

become objective, timely and open (as opposed to secretive).
Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was two-fold: 1) to evaluate
the performance appraisal system of the United Arab Emirates
press organizations and 2) to suggest possible alternatives
to the current performance system.
Importance of the Study

This study was important because it aimed at proposing
a standard performance appraisal system that can help top
management at various press organizations to make objective
evaluations of journalists and to help personnel make fair
decisions regarding promotions, demotions or salary
revisions.

Methodology

Setting of the Study

This study took place in the Fall of 1991, at AlIttihad and Al-Bayan Press Organizations in the United Arab
Emirates.

Population. Sample, and Sampling Procedures

The population of this study consisted of all

superiors, journalists, and employees of Al-Ittihad and AlBayan Press Organizations.

These two organizations were

selected because they were considered representative of all
press organizations in the United Arab Emirates.

The total number of employees (of all positions)

working at these two organizations is about 600.

The

researcher randomly selected 200 subjects to participate in
the study. The selection of superiors (managers and advisors),
was constrained due to the very finite number of superiors at
both organizations.

However, journalists and employees were

selected at random from the pool of available subjects.

The

distribution of the 200 subjects by job description is as
follow: 40 superiors, 40 journalists and 120 employees.

sample size is one-third the population.

A total of 146

questionnaires were actually completed and returned.
rate of return is, thus, 73%.

The

The

Research Instruments

Two questionnaires were designed and used in this

study.

These questionnaires were first produced in English,

then translated into Arabic, pre-test,ed and changed.

The

first questionnaire was- distributed to journalists and
employees while the other was distributed to superiors.

In

addition to these questionnaires, the researcher conducted

some formal interviews with the General Manager of Al-Ittihad

and the Executive Chief-Editor of Al-Bayan.

In both

instances, oral as Well as written answers were furnished.

The above mentioned questionnaires and interviews

provided the primary data base for the study.

Other data

sources (i.e. books,, journals,...) were also consulted.
Research Ouestions aind HvDotheses
Research Ouestions

This study attempted to answer the following questions:
1. What are!the standards of performance and the

nature of the performance appraisal system at the

Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan Press Organizations?

2. What perceptions do superiors, journalist, and
employees have about the current performance
appraisal system?

3. To what extent is the performance appraisal
system related to the rewards system in both Press
Organizations?

4. Do most employees and their superiors support the
concept of developing a new performance appraisal
system?

5. To what extent is the current performance
appraisal system effective?

Research Hypotheses

The following research hypotheses were tested;
1. Employees who participate in setting performance
standards will be more satisfied and have better

relationships with their superiors than will
journalists and employees who do not participate
in the process.
2. The current performance appraisal system is
significantly different from the ideal performance
appraisal system.

3. Most journalists and administrators will
express their dissatisfaction with the current

appraisal system, since reward programs for
outstanding performance are inadequate.

4. Most journalists and employees will have negative

attitudes towards the current appraisal system.
5. Editorial and Managerial employees will want to
change or modify the current appraisal system, but
superiors will favor modifying the current

appraisal system instead of changing it.

Data Collection and Data Analysis

Primary data was obtained through two questionnaires
distributed to journalists, administrative employees, and

superiors of Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan Press Organizations.
The distribution of questionnaires was done through liaison
persons working at both organizations.

All participants were

instructed to complete the questionnaires to the best of
their knowledge and to return the completed questionnaires to
the liaison persons who then mailed the completed copies to
the researcher.

The completed questionnaires were then coded (each

response was assigned a numerical code) and resulting values
were entered into a computer data file which was then
accessed by the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) for the
purpose of analyzing the gathered data.

Statistical

procedures such as frequency distributions and t-tests were
used.

All statistical results were tested at the .05 level

of significance.

Limitations

The limitations of this study were;
1.

The focus on only two press organizations which

were viewed by the researcher as representative of all press
organizations in the United Arab Emirates.

2. The research was conducted while out of country.
However, the researcher was briefed.

Organization of The Remainder of the Study
The remainder of this study is organized as follows:
Chapter II: Background information on the U.A.E.

It

introduces the United Arab Emirates in terms of geographic
location, population, economics (e.g. impact of oil discovery
on growth), government, development and social changes.
Chapter III focuses on mass communication in the

United Arab Emirates: its birth, development, spread and
types.

Special attention is given to the Al-Ittihad and Al-

Bayan Press Organizations.
Chapter IV: Review of Literature.

It presents the

definitions, performance appraisal methods, performance

appraisal interviews, and the importance, purposes and goals
of performance appraisal.
Chapter V presents the findings of the study as they

relate to the research questions and research hypotheses set

forth in Chapter I.

A summary of findings is also presented.

Chapter VI summarizes the preceding chapters and

presents the conclusions, suggestions and recommendations of
this study.

CHAPTER TWO

The United Arab Emirates
Introduction

Historically speaking, the United Arab Emirates as a
federal country came into existence on December 2, 1971.
After the expiration of the British mandate in 1968 and
because of fears that the expanding Russian influence on the
international scene could get close to home, seven Emirates
made tremendous efforts to form a unity among themselves.

As

it stands today, the United Arab Emirates is comprised of the
Emirates of Abu-Dhabi, Dubai, Al-Sharjah, Ras Al-Khaima,

Ajman, Fujeirah and Umm Al-Quawin.
Geographically, the United Arab Emirates is
strategically situated between the Gulf of Oman to the East,
the Strait of Hormuz to the North and the Arabian Gulf to the

West.

Its neighbor to the Southeast is Oman.

Six of its

seven states are located on the Western Coast and only one is
located on the East Coast.

It is separated from Iran by the

Strait of Hormuz and part of the Arabian Gulf which also

separates the United Arab Emirates from Qatar, Bahrain and
Saudi Arabia.

The Southern region of the country is a desert

area called the Empty Quarter.

The United Arab Emirates has an approximate area of

30,000 square miles.

its population is estimated at 1.8

10

million.

The last national census of 1985 put the population

around 1.6 million.

However, PC Globe estimated the

population to be around 2.4 million in 1991.
It is very important to note here that only 25% out of
the estimated 2.4 million inhabitants of the United Arab

Emirates are "citizens" of the country.

The rest is referred

to as "expatriates" who came to settle in the U.A.E. from
other Arab and non-Arab countries.

A citizen is defined as

someone who holds a passport of the U.A.E. or someone who was

granted citizenship by a presidential decree.

The main

reason for the existence of a vast majority of expatriates is
that the country needed professionals and skilled workers at

the inception of its independence to start the development
process.

Those individuals are still contributingto the

progress of the country in a variety of fields.

However, the

indigenous population got educated over the years and a clear
distinction between citizens and non-citizens became

necessary; especially at the top level positions.

Politically, the Federal Government, from the capital
city of Abu-Dhabi controls national and international affairs
such as internal and external securities, national defense,

foreign affairs and trade.

Local governments oversee local

affairs such as local schools, police, etc...

In addition to geography, the seven Emirates share
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another coininon bond, that is the spoken and written language
of Arabic.

Arabic is the official communication medium.

English, though not an official language, is widely used in

t!he Emirates especially in trade and within expatriate
communities.

The official religion of the Emirates is Islam.

It is

official in a sense that most civil codes and laws have been

derived from the Koran; the Holy Book of Islam.

It is

important to remember here that the roots of Islam were first
nourished in the area that now encompasses the United Arab

Emirates at the time of Prophet Mohammed (Peace Be Upon
Him)

Importance of the United Arab Emirates

The United Arab Emirates is considered an important
part of the Gulf Region.

Its importance stems from

1) its

strategic location between two internationally important
bodies of water: the Indian Ocean and the Arabian Gulf and 2)
its vast natural resources such as minerals and oil.

In addition to the "natural" factors of location and

resources, other regional factors have played a significant

role in shaping the country of the United Arab Emirates to
^ Ministry of Information and Culture. The United Arab
Emirates. (Published by the Department of External Information,
Ministry of Information and Culture, May 1990).
12

become an integrated federal entity.

It is very uneasy to

deny that the United Arab Emirates has been viewed as an
amalgamative venture within both regional and global
contexts.

Al-Nabeh (1984) stated, however, that the regional

context has played and continues to play a much more

important role in the development and growth of the Union.^

Impact of the Discovery of Oil on the U.A.E.

"The year was 1958".

This is what every citizen of the

United Arab Emirates will answer in response to the question:
s

What year was oil first found in the country?

This typical

answer clearly indicates that the discovery of oil in the
soils of the U.A.E. is one of the most important single

events in the history of the Emirates.

It is quite simple to

understand why oil has had such an impact on the development

of the country if one recalls that oil revenues constitute
the largest percentage of the Gross National Product.

Oil exports from Abu-Dhabi began in 1962; four years
after it was discovered.

1971 to 1977.

Oil production nearly doubled from

The average daily production in 1977 was

estimated at two million barrels a day.

Production, however,

steadily declined from 1977 to 1981 when it reached a level
^

N. Al-Nabeh.

DTTnensions.

United

(Doctoral

Arab Emirates: Regional and

Dissertation,

Claremont, CA, 1984).
13

Claremont

Global

University,

of 1.17 million barrels a day and in 1982, the level of

production was put below 1 million barrels daily.'*
The vast revenues generated from oil exports were vital
to the economy of the United Arab Emirates, which did not

have any economically sound infra-structures before 1982.
Social changes followed shortly after oil revenues started

pumping into the country.

These social changes have helped

considerably in reshaping the political structure of the
Emirates.®

Political System of the United Arab Emirates

On January 15, 1968, Britain announced its decision to
pull out of the Arabian Gulf and neighboring areas east of
the Suez Canal by the end of 1971.

That decision came at a

time after negotiations for forming a union between the
Emirates of the Arabian Gulf had reached an impasse and it

(decision) had a significant impact on the decisions of AbuDhabi and Dubai to resume their negotiations.

On February

25, 1968, a meeting between the various rulers of the

Emirates took place in Dubai.

Almost three years later, in

* U.S. Department of Commerce, United Arab Emirates. Foreign
Economic Trends and Their Implications for the United States. (U.S.
Government Printing Office, July 1982).

® J. D. Anthony.
Transformation Amideast Tradition, The
United Arab Emirates in Transition.
(Abu-Dhabi; International
Institute for Strategic Studies, November, 1979), ,56.
14

1971, six Emirates reached an agreement to form a federated
state and approved the provisional constitution of the

federation that is known today by the United Arab Emirates.

The seventh Emirate of Ras Al-Khaimah joined the union on
February 10, 1972.

It is worth mentioning here that the

countries of Bahrain and Qatar opted for their own
independent states; even though they were part of the
negotiations from 1968 to 1971.

On December 2, 1971, the

United Arab Emirates became a fully independent state and

gained full memberships in the various world organizations.
The agreement of 1971 had seventeen articles.

The most

important articles are;
1.There will be a union of Arabian Emirates in the
Arabian Gulf.

The union will have as its members

all Emirates which signed the agreement and it
will be known as the United Arab Emirates.

2. The purpose of the Union is to bond together the
Emirates and to further the cause of cooperation

between these Emirates.

Another purpose is to

centralize the issues of defense and foreign

policy and to place these issues under the direct
control of the federal government.
3. The rulers of the Emirates will serve as members

of the Supreme Council (that was to be formed later).

15

4. The Supreme Council will be responsible for
drawing up a charter and formulating defense,
foreign and economic policies as well as for
setting federal laws.
5. Members of the Supreme Council will take turns in

assuming the role of the Presidency of the U.A.E.
6. Revenues and Expenditures will be agreed upon by
the members of the Supreme Council. The President

and Vice-President of the Union preside over the
Council of Ministers, the Federal National Council

and the Federal Judiciary system.®
The Supreme Council

At present, the Supreme Council of the Union represents
the highest authority in the United Arab Emirates.

It is the

most important dimension of the power structure as regards
the process of decision-making at the federal level.
Decisions at the Supreme Council are usually unanimous.

Although, in practice, the larger Emirates can veto any

motion, it is, nonetheless, very unusual to use the right to
veto and so decisions are made by a process which can best be

described as defying all known norms in politics.^

® Al-Nabeh. UAE; Regional and Global Dimensions. (Doctoral
Dissertation, Claremont University, Claremont, Ca, 1984)
^ Ibid., 32.

.
:
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The Cabinet or Council of Ministers

The first Federal Cabinet was formed on December 9,

1971; only one week after the Declaration of Independence and

the formation of the Union.

The Cabinet is headed by a Prime

Minister who selects his Vice-Prime Minister.
the Cabinet had 12 ministries.
ministries all together.

Originally,

Today, there are 17

They are:

Foreign Affairs,

Interior, Finance, Economy & Industry, Defense, Planning,
Education, Public Health & Justice, Social Affairs & Labor,

Communication, Public Works & Agriculture, Information &
Culture, Fisheries, Youth & Sports, Islamic Affairs, Housing

and Energy & Petroleum.®
Main Characteristics of the U.A.E.

The main features of federalism in the United Arab

Emirates were derived from the following sources:®
1. Patriarchal, hierarchial extended
formulations;

2. Politically-based tribal institutions;
3. Socially-based religious institutions;

4. Strong clientele-patron relationships; and
5. A distinct entrepreneurial and bourgeois group.
® Ibid., 32.

® Ibid., 32.
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Major Changes in the U.A.E.

Several economic, political and social changes have
taken place in the United Arab Emirates over the last two

decades.

For instance, the educational system has been

transformed to cope with the rising needs of the society.
Currently, schools and colleges are more oriented towards

practical applications which teach people the needed skills
to promote national resources.

In addition, education has

been made available to all segments of the society.

As a

result of educational reforms, the illiteracy rate decreased
from 90% in 1971 to 20% in 1990.

Illiteracy is expected to

be completely gone by the year 2000.^"
The United Arab Emirates also has a number of modern
welfare institutions which take care of the needs of citizens

at all levels.

Moreover, per Capita Income is considered one

of the highest in the world.
These changes would not have been possible if oil had
not been discovered and if its revenues had not been

appropriated in an efficient way.

Nowadays, all seven

Emirates enjoy a progress that is the envy of neighboring
states.

The surprising thing is the pace of the changes and

the ease with which people accepted those changes.

" Al-Eslah Magazine.

A great

Published by Al-Eslah Association.

Dubai. January 17, 1992.
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many members of authorities on social reform attribute the

changes which took place in the U.A.E. to the availability
and effectiveness of mass communications.

In summary, the United Arab Emirates has been engaged
in a vigorous process of growth and development.

The

political unity of its Emirates and the vast wealth from oil
have undoubtedly helped the country forge ahead with the

actual transformation of its tribal society to a society that
is modern to the fullest extent.

19

CHAPTER THREE
MASS MEDIA IN THE U.A.E.

This chapter presents some information about the mass

media vehicles in the United Arab Emirates (e.g., radio,
television, newspapers and magazines).

A great deal of

details will be provided on two major press organizations in
the country: Al-Tttihad and Al-Bayan.
Historical Background
Mass Communication through the Mosque

Any research of mass communication in the Muslim
countries has to take into consideration the role of the

Mosque; the Muslim equivalent of a church.

Ever since its

inception at the time of Prophet Mohammed (PBUH), the Mosque
has served the dual purposes of prayers and informing Muslims
of what goes on around them.

The Mosque has always been used

to schedule Muslims' daily activities from the time they
should wake up to the time they should start working to that

of prayers (five times a day) and meals.

That in addition

to Fridays' sermons which go beyond religion to cover social,
political and economic aspects of the Muslim society.

^^A. Al-Noweis. Communication Media in the UAE. (Abu-Dhabi
Publishing, Abu-Dhabi, 1984), 165.
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Mass Communication Through the Press
The United Arab Emirates first encounter with the

printed press dates back to 1869 which marked the opening of
the Suez Canal to international ships.

Egyptian newspapers

were brought to the country during that year.

In 1924, the

desert road between Damascus and Baghdad opened and with it

came Syrian newspapers.

Intellectuals from Egypt, Syria and

Iraq came to the coastal area of the Emirates because of its
proximity to the city of Bombay, India.

Bombay, then, was

considered an ideal place for intellectuals and scholars and

the place of residence of many wealthy Arab businessmen.

One

other factor which facilitated the entry into the Emirates of

Arab newspapers was the arrival of cultural missions from
Kuwait.

During the 1940s, education in Kuwait had developed

considerably due to the vast revenues generated by the sale
of oil.

This educational progress in Kuwait had to have a

significant impact on the Emirates because of the

geographical, social and political ties of the two
countries.

As for local papers, the first known work which can
be linked to journalism is that of Ibrahim Al-Medfa' in 1927.
A resident of the Emirate of Al-Sharja, Al-Medfa' published a
hand-written, two-page paper called Oman which was
^^Ibid., 39-40.
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distributed to his neighbors and to his personal
acquaintances.

Oman contained news gathered from major Arab

newspapers which often reached the Emirates a month after
their first issuance.

In addition to those month-old news,

Oman published local events and poetry.

Al-Medfa' enjoyed a

relatively high level of freedom in his publication; tempered
only by occasional interventions from the Consul General.
Six years later, in 1933, a daily paper called Sout AlAsafeer (Birds Voice) waS' published.

This paper aimed at

criticizing local events and at attacking foreign
intervention in the Emirates.

A third attempt to publish a

daily paper was undertaken in the city of Al-Ain in 1940.
This attempt was very primitive in nature because it
consisted of hand-written transcriptions of news broadcast by
radio stations abroad.

Mass Communication Through the Radio
The first radio station in the Arab world was

established in Egypt in 1923.

Broadcasting was limited to

four hours daily and consisted of some trade news, recitals
from the Holly Book of Koran, music and songs.

Algeria had its own radio station.

In 1925,

Morocco followed in 1928,

^^Background on the Al-Ittihad Press Organization. (A
report published by the Al-Ittihad Institution, 1989), 1-3.
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then Libya in 1930, Tunisia in 1935, Iraq in 1936, Lebanon in
1938, Sudan in 1940,... and the United Arab Emirates in
1968.

Mass Communication Through Television
The first Arab television station was established in

1956, in Algeria.

The last Arab country to have a television

station is Oman (1974).

The United Arab Emirates started

television broadcasting on August 6, 1969 in black and white.

The first television broadcast in color started in January of
1974.

The following chart lists many Arab Countries and the

year each country started its television broadcasting.^®

14;

^A. Al-Noweis. Communication Media in the UAE. (Abu-Dhabi
Publishing, Abu-Dhabi, 1984), 124-126.

^®Ibid., 142-143.
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Country

Year Television Broadcasting Started

Algeria

1956

Iraq

1958

Egypt

1960

Syria

1960

Kuwait

1961

Morocco

1962

Lebanon

1962

South Yemen

1964

Saudi Arabia

1965

Tunisia

1966

Jordan

1968

Libya

1968

United Arab Emirates

1969

Qatar

1970

Bahrain

1973

North Yemen

1974

Oman

1974

Source; Al-Noweis. Communication Media in the UAE. (Abu

Dhabi Publishing,

Abu Dhabi, 1984), 142.
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Elements of Mass Communication

In general, mass media events involve the following

elements: source, jprocess of encoding, receiver, channel,
process of decodirig, receiver, potential feedback, and the
chance of noise.

It is important to distinguish these elements of mass

communication from those indicated by Al-Owainee in his book
"Contemporary Arab Political Journalism" where he indicates

that communicatioh consists of five major elements: sender
(personnel), message (content), channel (media), receiver
(audience) and impact^®
Sender

The Gulf Countries, in general, and the UAE, in

particular, have relied on Arab and foreign experts to assume

the responsibilities of communication. This reliance has some
disadvantages because these experts often brought with them
their own beliefs and views which were reflected in the Gulf

media messages.
Message

Many programs discussed by the Gulf communication media
contain material which do not conform to the fundamental

values of Islam and those of the Gulf countries.

Two

^®M. A. Al-Owainee. Contemporarv Arab Political Journalism.

(Alanglo Egyptian Library, Cairo, 1985), 31-32.
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programs may also contain contradictory materials in that one
program may focus one moral values (for example) while
another program, immediately following the first, may focus
on issues that attack those same moral values.
Channel

There is no doubt that the use of radio and television

has to have top priority in the Gulf region because of two
important factors;

illiteracy and distance.

However,

printed material comes first when one's concern is to address
the elite of the public.

The media of communication in the

Gulf region possess advanced technology and the use of such
technology to its fullest extent is very much needed.
Receiver

In the Gulf countries as well as in other countries, it

has become quite important to focus on the audience at the
receiving end of the communication system.

A study of the

audience's knowledge, values, opinions, beliefs, patterns of
behavior, age distribution, gender, education and socio

economic status is very critical to increasing the efficiency
of communication.

Studies of these factors will help media

personnel in charge of programming to assess the needs of the
audience and, accordingly, to set the right approach and

programs.

Not knowing what the audience wants or needs is

like shooting in the dark:

any success is completely random.
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Research studies of audiences range from simple to complex

and include such factors as cost effectiveness.

Identifying

these factors is important, but, unfortunately, there does
not exist any scientifically based research of the audience's
needs in the United Arab Emirates.
Impact

The impact of communication is closely related to its
content, and the way this content is being conveyed to the
audience.

Communication will have a greater impact if its

messages are compatible with the needs of the audience and if

these messages take into account the values, views, opinions
and beliefs of the receiving audience.

Concept of Social Responsibility Theory in the 6.C.C.

Social responsibility in the countries of the Gulf
Cooperation Council as well as in the UAE lies in the

principles of respecting Islam and the principal values of
the society.

Social responsibility also consists of

respecting public laws and avoiding the call to adopt
doctrines or principles which may be detrimental to society,
to Arabs, or to Arab civilization and heritage.

It also

consists of respecting the privacy of individuals and
families and avoiding the publication of any material (even
if it is true) which may harm individuals, and the
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publication of lies, fabrications and forgeries.

Social

responsibility also prohibits the publication of any material
which may deceive the public.

It is very critical to adhere to social responsibility
under all conditions.

Non-compliance with the principles of

social responsibility leads to adopting the most severe

punishments because news media assume a very important role
in educating and informing

and any irresponsible behavior

may create a social disequilibrium or advocate principles and
doctrines which are not compatible with the beliefs and

fundamental values of the society.^'
Nature of Mass Media in the U.A.E.

Mass communication in the United Arab Emirates is very
complex and formal.

Press organizations have multiple

gatekeepers and are highly competitive.

In addition, most of

the mass media vehicles are owned by the federal or local
governments, as is the case in most developing countries.

This makes the mass media very authoritarian in nature.

In

his book "Contemporary Journalism", Taiseer Abu-Arjee
indicates that;

Authoritarian Theory is based on some

hypotheses which state that 1) a human being should possess
inner capabilities to be qualified as a public servant.

A. Al-Owainee. Contemporary Arab Political Journalism.

(Al-Anglo Egyptian Library, Cairo, 1985), 30.
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2) the state is superior to the individual, 3) the individual
relies on the state in terms of his own progress and growth,
4) the state spreads knowledge to individuals who live to

serve the state, and 5) discovery of knowledge is through
mental efforts.

Scholars, however, possess knowledge because

it is given to them by a Divine authority.

Within the

constraints of this theory, the press is to serve the state.
And as such, rulers have used the press to inform the public

of what they (i.e. the rulers) want the public to know and to

also gain public support for various government policies.^®
Censorship over the press, initially, took the form of
a self-censorship of material to be published, then a follow-

up on published materials, then a series of punishments which

ranged from a ban or publication to imprisonment; in the
extreme case of the violation of government laws and
regulations by the press.

Policy of Formal Mass Communication Media"
Mass communication policy in the United Arab Emirates

is based on some fundamental issues and principles which aim

at bringing together the society and its individuals and at

contributing to the process of growth under the guidance of

"Ibid., 9.

^®Ministry of Information. Report on Achievements and
Obstacles. (Ministry of Information, Abu-Dhabi, 1990), 1-2.
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His Highness Sheikh Zaid Bin Sultan Al-Nahyan (President of
the Country).

Given the above stated objectives, mass media in the
U.A.E. have enormous responsibilities.

One of these

responsibilities is to create the proper conditions for
individuals to adapt mentally and psychologically, to the
movements of social and economical changes undertaken by the
state.

Another responsibility is to encourage the citizens

of the U.A.E. to exert all possible efforts in order to
achieve more and perform better.
Mass media in the Emirates attempt to reflect the

extent of the progress made throughout the country in order

to clearly show such progress to the outside world and in
order to aid the state in assuming its responsibility to the
fullest extent in the region, among Muslims, and worldwide.

Internally, the policy of mass communication has been
founded on principles which aim at emphasizing positive
values derived from the Arab culture, traditions and moral
values of Islam.

Based on these principles, the Ministry of Information
and Culture has strengthened the mass media in order to help
citizens of the Emirates, in particular, and Arabs, in
general, to become more involved in the process of growth.
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After the establishment of the United Arab Emirates in

December of 1971, the Ministry of Information and Culture

created a centralized, unified mass communication system
which links all the seven Emirates and which reflects the

cohesion of the Emirates and which gives a complete picture
of the progress made in the Emirates.

In the domain of communication with the outside world,
the Ministry of Information and Culture has worked to ensure

that the mass media properly reflect the foreign policy of
the Emirates as regards Arab solidarity and Arab issues.
Mass communication in the Emirates has also worked on

supporting just causes, friendship and cooperation among the
world nations.

In addition, mass communication has drawn on

the vast resources of the Emirates to help Arab causes in the
world, to remove any stereotypes against Arabs in the foreign
media, to participate in all regional and international media
conferences, and to support and strengthen the Arab media in
order for the latter to become more efficient and influential

in international organizations.
Mass Media Vehicles

The United Arab Emirates has been steadily progressing
in various fields.

exception.

The field of communication is no

Official mass media means have been broadcasting

and publishing from the capital city of Abu-Dhabi and from
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other cities in the Emirates.

In its 1982-1983 yearbook, the Ministry of Information

and Culture indicates that it (the Ministry) was officially
named as such in 1976 and was also given full control over

radio and television stations throughout the country.

A

decree issued by the Supreme Council of the Emirates during
the same year gave the Ministry of Information the authority
to unify all news bulletins broadcast from the various radio

stations.

As a result, all radio stations began their daily

broadcast by saying;

"This is the voice of the United Arab

Emirates" from Abu-Dhabi, from Dubai, etc...

The same

official announcement is made by all television stations.^"
Radio Stations

Historically, Dubai was the first Emirate to have a
radio station.

In 1969, Abu-Dhabi had its own station which

was changed in 1971 to become the Voice of the United Arab
Emirates from Abu-Dhabi.

In 1972, both Ras-Al-Khaima and Al-

Sharja began broadcasting.

broadcasting in 1978.

Umm-Al-Kiween started

During the same year, the radio

station of Al-Sharja became a branch of the Voice of the

20i

"Yearbook of 1982-1983. Published by the Ministry of
Information and Culture. (Al-Ittihad Press, Publishing and
Distribution Corporation, 1982), 67.
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United Arab Emirates from Abu-Dhabi.
The radio stations of the United Arab Emirates

broadcasting from Abu-Dhabi, Dubai, Ras-Al-khaimah and Umm

Al-Kiween have played the fundamental and important function
of conveying government communication policies.

The radio

station of Abu-Dhabi has used the most advanced radio

technologies to ensure that its messages got to every citizen
of the Emirates and to the outside world and to ensure that

the needs of the citizens were met.

The role of the radio has changed considerably since it

was established in 1969; due to the significant support of
the Ministry of Information and Culture.

Its capacity over

the past two decades has increased to include the following
services and programs:
1. General program
2. Holy Koran
3. Public station

4. Foreign languages (English, French, Urdu,
Bengal)

5. Music (FM station)

In its first phase. Radio Abu-Dhabi broadcast on a

medium wave with a frequency of seven Kilowatts (KW) which

^^K. Sabat. Communication Media: Inception and Development.

(Al-Anglo Egyptian Library, Cairo, 1985), 248-249.
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was later increased to 50 KW.

In 1972, a short wave with a

frequency of 120 KW was established to broadcast the Holy
Koran, Muslim manuscript, news bulletins, drama, music and
songs, etc...

In 1976, the frequency of the medium wave

station increased to 750 KW and it then increased even

further to 4,000 KW.

According to a confidential report by the American
Embassy in Abu-Dhabi, the voice of the United Arab Emirates
from Abu-Dhabi has an estimated audience of 500,000 and

transmits 13 news casts of world-wide affairs daily.
Television Stations

In his book Communication Media in the U.A.E.. Al-

Nowies states that television has great effects on the

audience because of its unique characteristics: sight, sound
and movement.

This is especially important when one

considers that people rely on their vision 90% of the time to
get information whereas their hearing is utilized only 8% of
the time.^^

Because of its great importance, the government of the
United Arab Emirates has established and operated five

television stations; all based on the Phase Alternation Line

^^From a report obtained from the American Embassy in AbuDhabi, 1985.

^^A. Al-Noweis. Communication Media in the UAE. (Abu-Dhabi
Publishing, Abu-Dhabi, 1984), 151-153.
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(PAL) system.

Television broadcasting is considered a public

service in the UAE and as such it is 100% free of charge.
Its programs include news, culture, entertainment and

religion.

It is required by law that some programs be local

in content and material.
The audience of the television station of Abu-Dhabi was

estimated at 700,000 in 1985.

The station of Dubai also had

an equivalent number of viewers.^^

Three of the television

stations broadcast in Arabic, while the other two stations

broadcast in English and are mostly watched by expatriates.
The three Arabic stations are: UAE Television of Abu-Dhabi,

Dubai, and Sharja. The foreign stations are: Abu-Dhabi
Television and Channel 33, Dubai.

In addition to these five

stations, there is a closed-circuit entertainment channel in
Ras-Al-Khaima.

This station broadcasts multi-cultural

programs in their original production language for the

purpose of introducing foreign cultures to the local
audience.

Television Station of the United Arab Emirates in Abu-Dhabi
The television station of the United Arab Emirates

operates on a PAL system from its major broadcasting center

^"•From a report obtained from the American Embassy in AbuDhabi, 1985.
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in Abu-Dhabi and from other centers in the Emirates.

Daily

broadcasting covers only 60% of the country and reaches about
75% of the population.

The total broadcasting time is 11

hours a day divided into two periods; 10 A.M.-2 P.M. and 5
P.M.- 12 midnight.

On Fridays, the morning programs stop at

12 noon so the station can carry live prayers from mosques.
On Holidays, broadcasting hours are extended and run from 10

A.M. to midnight.

There are two ground stations in the

country which were established to receive television signals
I

from satellites.

The television station of the Emirates has a video

library which consists of 15,000 video cassettes, and 10,000

film strips which contain information on many important
topics.

The station employs 400 individuals that include

foreign experts, technicians, administrators, anchormen and
anchorwomen.

The organizational structure of the UAE television is
illustrated in the following chart:

^^A. Al-Noweis. Communication Media in the UAE. (Abu-Dhabi
Publishing, Abu-Dhabi, 1984), 153.
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Journalism: General Overview

Brief Historical Background

Printed materials have historically been very important
means of mass communication.

Many historians agree that the

Chinese were the first to invent and use paper and movable
type.

Marco Polo, who sailed to China in the Thirteen

Century, described upon his return to Venice in 1295, the
Chinese printing process.

However, it is a well known fact

that the Germans were the first to introduce the movable type
of printing to the Western World during the second half of
the Fifteenth Century.

At a later time, in 1686, Benjamin

Harris arrived in Boston from England and in 1690, he
published the first American newspaper:
Both Foreign and Domestic".

"Public Occurrences

In 1704, the "Boston Newsletter"

was published by John Campbell.^®
Gradually, journalism began to assume a greater role in
the political, social and economic affairs.

Therefore, more

people were encouraged to learn how to read.

As literacy

grew, more people turned to education and universities
expanded.

This educational expansion helped people to learn

more about their lives and the way their government was

^®J.

R.

Dominick.

The

Dvnamics

of

Mass

(McGraw Hill Publishing Company, 1990), 75-76.
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Communication.

run."

Functions of Journalism^°
1. Information

One of the major functions of journalism is to inform
the public of local and international events whether they are
social, political, economical or scientific.

In doing so,

newspapers have to be objective and accurate.
2. News Analysis
In addition to reporting the news as they occur,
newspapers have the added responsibility of interpreting,
analyzing and commenting on these news.

Reporting the news

per se does not fully describe the function of newspapers at
a time when the public can get the news from listening to the
radio or watching television.

Therefore, newspapers go

beyond the mere function of reporting to present news
analyses and commentaries:

a contemporary newspaper

collects, stores and analyzes information.
3. Education

Nowadays, newspapers publish various topics related to

education, knowledge and sciences in a format that is simple

and yet comprehensive.

Readers of newspapers can benefit

"Ibid., 76.
28f

®T. Abu-Arjee. Contemporary Journalism. (Dar Al-Kitab Al-

Jamee, Al-Ain, 1988), 17-21.
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from such publications to further their education and learn
■/

I

more about cultures.

4. Social Cohesion

Social Cohesion is the fueling of belonging of an
individual to his society.

Newspapers give their readers the

opportunity to take their place in their society through
their intellectual and political involvements.

Newspapers

encourage their readers to participate in social activities.
5. Expression of Opinions
Newspapers give their readers ample opportunities to
express, in writing, their thoughts and opinions.

Readers

can have their ideas published in newspapers for other
readers to benefit from.
6. Advertisement

It is quite obvious that newspapers have always been

utilized by businesses and individuals to sell a variety of

products.

In doing so, businesses benefit by the potential

of reaching a large number of consumers, consumers benefit

because they find what they are looking for, and the
newspapers benefit from the additional revenues generated
from the adds.

7. Entertainment

Newspapers publish crosswords, puzzles, and other
features that entertain the readers.
i
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Journalism in the United Arab Emirates

Journalism in the United Arab Emirates is less than 30

years old.

The date was 1966 when the Department of

Information in Dubai City Hall issued the magazine of Dubai
News.

In 1968, the magazine of Ras-Al-Khaimah News was

published.

However, the first major newspaper in the U.A.E.

was published in 1969.

In fact, on October 20, 1969, Al-

Ittihad newspaper was published as a weekly, state controlled
newspaper.

Al-Ittihad became daily on April 22, 1972.

An

agreement was made with a group of Arab journalists to
produce and print the newspaper.

Four major international

news agencies were contracted to provide the newspaper with

the latest news.

The circulation of the paper increased from

a thousand copies in 1972 to forty thousand in 1979.
Al-Khaleei newspaper published its first issue on
October 10 1970, but it ceased to publish in 1972.

It came

back to the scene in 1980 when it was republished by the Gulf

Institution for the Press, Printing and Publication in Al-

Sharja."
Al-Avam magazine was first published in Abu Dhabi in
1972.

Al-Wihdah daily newspaper was published in August

1973, also in Abu Dhabi, and the Dhafra magazine was

Sabat. Communication Media; Inception and Development.

(Al-Anglo Egyptian Library, Cairo, 1985), 168-171.
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published in London and the U.A.E. at the same time.
The magazine Al-Faier which published its first issue
on March 7, 1975, and which was changed in 1978 to a daily
newspaper, was the first magazine to publish women issues in
the U.A.E.

Khaleei Times and Gulf News are two daily newspapers
published in English.

Al-Azmina Al-Arabia is a weekly

political and social magazine which started in 1979 in AlSharja.

Al-Bavah daily newspaper, which is characterized by its
moderate views, published its first issue on May 10, 1980.
The U.A.E. founded the Arab Emirates News Agency on

June 15, 1977.

The objective of the agency was to link the

United Emirates with the rest of the world by providing free

and comprehensive news services and also to cover all formal
events of the President, Rulers and Ministries.

The first decree to regulate printed materials in the
United Arab Emirates was issued in 1973.

This decree states

that every publication should be authorized by the Ministry
of Information and that the owner of the publication should
be a citizen of the Emirates as should the editor-in-chief
and the executive editor.

Article 30 of the decree states

that it is prohibited to criticize the President of the State
or the Governors of the Emirates.
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Article 32 states that it

is prohibited to publish any materials about presidents of
other countries which may cause problems between the state
and those Arab and friendly countries.
On September 15, 1980, another decree was issued which

accounted for all the changes that took place since the first

decree and this decree also assured freedom of the press
within the limits of the law.

All newspapers published in the country receive
generous financial aids from the state in order to accomplish

their mission.

All the

Ministries in the country subscribe

to local newspapers so that they can give, free of charge,
copies to all their employees.
Journalism in the United Arab Emirates has been able to

reach the top nationally and regionally and to compete with

newspapers of other Gulf countries such as Kuwait, Bahrain,
and Qatar.

Currently, there are 13 national newspapers and
magazines in addition to other periodicals, 3 petroleum

magazines, and 3 academic magazines published by the UAE

University and the Emirates National Student Union.
Recently, Al-Isslah magazine became one of the most important

^°E.

A.

Ezzat.

Journalism

in

the

Gulf

Countries.

(An

Unpublished Thesis paper. University of Cairo, Cairo, Egypt,
1980), 501-502.
^^Ibid.
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weekly magazine in the country.

There is no doubt that this number of daily newspapers
and other periodicals is very sufficient compared to the
number of able readers in the UAE.

This number is similar to

that of papers and magazines in Kuwait, and it far exceeds
that in Bahrain and Qatar.

In addition, national journalism in the U.A.E. has

witnessed over the past few years a tremendous expansion in
terms of capital, human resources and technologies.

This

expansion has enabled the newspapers and magazines of the UAE
to surpass their counterparts in Bahrain and Qatar and to, at

least, be as competitive as their counterparts in Kuwait.
This rapid advancement is mainly attributed to the vast
financial resources that were made available to national

journalism as well as to the great efforts of expatriates.^^

Mass Media Schools in the U.A.E.

The United Arab Emirates has devoted great efforts to

education ever since its independence in 1971.

The first

state university (U.A.E. University) opened its doors to
students in 1978.

The Department of Mass Media was

established as one branch of the School of Humanities two

years later.

Its curricula and objectives were set by a

^^Ibid.
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panel of professors of Mass Communication from the Arab

World.

Programs of studies at the School of journalism are

based on letting the students decide their own specialties.
This Department has graduated a considerable number of

journalists who are cuurently working at the various press
organizations of the U.A.E.
teach at the school.

There are ten professors who

Four of these professors are citizens

of the Emirates (two men and two women).

It is worth

mentioning here that all students of journalism are required
to gain practical training 'in their respective fields of
study.

Training is usually conducted during the summer

recess and it includes training in television, radio,
newspapers and press agencies.
Types of Journalism in the U.A.E,
Semi-official Journalism

This type of journalism is considered independent
financially and administratively but it is not owned by any
individual or corporation.

It is state controlled either

because of its belonging to the Ministry of Information or to

local governments or to the Advisory Council.

This type of

Journalism follows the general political program of the state
and abides by the regulations set by those states.

Al-

Ittihad and Al-Bayan are two examples of semi-official
journalism and these two institutions formed the sample of
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this study.
Independent Journalism

This type of journalism is characterized by
individually owned newspapers or newspapers that belong to

corporations.

This type of journalism is independent in all

aspects despite the fact that it receives some financial aid

from the government.

In the early 1970s, after the political

independence of the U.A.E. and after the discovery of oil, a
lot of national press organizations made the Gulf countries

the center of attention of Arab journalists.^^
Problems of and Remarks on U.A.E. Journalism

The life of journalism in the United Arab Emirates
began after the discovery of oil and the revenues that were

generated as a result.

Many newspapers and magazines are

owned or controlled by the state through financial subsidies

and through state laws that regulate publications.

National

newspapers were attempted but they were short-lived for
reasons that extend beyond the scope of this chapter.

Financial support, also, had dwindled due to the very high
cost of publishing which is, in turn, due to the fierce
competition among major newspapers to attract able

journalists and to provide a very good quality editing.

^^T. Abu-Arjee. Contemporarv Journalism* (Dar Al-Kitab AlJamee, Al-Ain, 1988), 120-121.
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Ezzat^^ indicates that two phenomena should be
emphasized with regards to journalism in the United Arab
Emirates.

The first is that the number of newspapers and

magazines is considered too great for the number of able

readers in the country.

This phenomenon is often explained

by the fact that UAE newspapers and magazines target readers
not only in the country but also throughout the Gulf.

The

second phenomenon is that most of the Editors-in-chief are
citizens of the Emirates while most of the reporters and
editors are from other Arab countries.
Problems of Arab Journalism

The major problems facing Arab Journalism as well as

the UAE press can be summarized as follows:^®
1. Some Arab newspapers stop publishing because they

cannot afford to buy paper.
2. Many U.A.E. newspapers have not been able to

modernize their equipment nor have they been able to take

advantage of the advanced technology of printing.
3. The weakness of individually owned newspapers since

projects of this nature cannot cope with the industry of

^^E.

A.

Ezzat.

Journalism

in

the

Gulf

Countries.

(An

Unpublished Thesis Paper. University of Cairo, Cairo, Egypt,
1980).

^®T. Abu-Arjee. Contemporary Journalism. (Dar Al-Kitab AlJamee, Al-Ain, 1988), 124-126.
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contemporary journalism.

4. The instability which characterizes journalists
working for private press organizations.
5. Privately owned newspapers have few editors who are

asked to do a lot with a very limited budget.
6. Very few newspapers in U.A.E. employ graduates from

the school of journalism.

These newspapers do not encourage

talented individuals to pursue a career in journalism.

7. Arab newspapers do not conduct any research to
assess the needs of the readers or to solicit their opinions

with respect to editing and producing the newspapers.

Organization of the Press in the U.A.E.

The researcher would like to present some background
material regarding the founding of five press institutions in
the United Arab Emirates.

Two of these institutions were

selected by the researcher to form the population of this

study: Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan.

Therefore, it is important

to provide more details about the administrational and
editorial sections of these two institutions.

three institutions will be described briefly.
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The other

A. The Al~Ittihad Press, Printing and Publishing Corporation
Historical Backaround^^

The Directory of Information in the Emirate of Abu
Dhabi thought about publishing a newspaper which would cover
the various activities of the Emirate.

This was at a time

when His Highness Sheik Zaid Ibn Sultan (ruler of Abu Dhabi)
was trying to create a unity between the Emirates of the
coast and Oman.

The Directory of Information thought that this was a
good opportunity to start a newspaper to cover the important
event and accordingly it published the first issue of the AlIttihad newspaper on October 20, 1969 and that marked the

beginning of the first newspaper of the Gulf Emirates.

Al-

Ittihad started as a weekly paper and it was under the

control of the Directory of Information in Abu Dhabi as far
as administration, revenues and expenditures were concerned.
In its first editorial, it was stated that the name Al-

Ittihad has a great significance for it materialized what the

public was working for in terms of getting united behind the

leader and the pioneer of the movement His Highness Sheik
Zaid.

The Al-Ittihad was first printed in Beirut, Lebanon

^®A1-Ittihad.

Background

on

the

Al-Ittihad

Press

Organization. (A report published by Al-Ittihad, 1989), 1-3.
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until such time when a printing facility in Abu Dhabi could

be installed.

The circulation of this paper spread to all

the Emirates where it was distributed.

On April 22, 1972,

Al-Ittihad became a daily newspaper and the number of printed
copies rose from 13,000 in 1976 to 60,000 in 1986.^'

The Al-Ittihad newspaper was under the jurisdiction of
the Ministry of Information and Culture.

Editor was not a citizen of the Emirates.

Its first Chief

However, in 1973

and after the first decree to regulate publications was
issued, it was stated in Article One that the owner of the

newspaper and its Chief Editor should be citizens of the

Emirates and should, at least, be 25 years old.
In 1977, a united decree was issued to establish the
Union of Press and Publication and that decree marked the

beginning of a greater freedom for the institution of AL-

Ittihad in that it became independent, financially and
administratively.
The activities of the Al-Ittihad institution can be

classified into three major categories: Journalism,

Commercial printing, and distribution.

^'Ibid., 1-3.
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Development Background

The Al-Ittihad newspaper is considered a daily

publication first issued in the United Arab Emirates on April
22, 1972.

Its policy has changed according to changing its

size from the tabloids to the broadsheet formats.

of its pages has increased from 12 to 24.

The number

That in addition

to many weekly supplements covering politics, culture,

economy, sports and entertainment.

Another change in design

and format occurred very recently, on February 15, 1992.

This recent change took place after a long struggle with
administrational and financial problems that have faced the

Al-Ittihad over the past six years.
The Al-Ittihad newspaper emphasizes news of the seven

Emirates, in general, and the activities of His Excellency
the President of the country, in particular.

It also covers

news from the Gulf and the neighboring Arab countries and has

extensively been covering the Palestinian question.

Of

course, this order of covering the news is altered

occasionally whenever there is a need to devote full

attention and coverage to upcoming special events.^®
There is no doubt that the publication cycle (how often

a paper or a magazine is published) of periodicals plays an

®®A. Al-Noweis. Communication Media in the UAE. (Abu-Dhabi
Publishing, Abu-Dhabi, 1984), 45.
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Page one of the Daily AL-Ittihad Newspaper
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important role in their artistic appearances and their

editorial materials because the length of the cycle gives the
editor the opportunity to conduct in-depth analyses of events
and their causes.

Based on this, it can be seen that the Al-

Ittihad newspaper, which changed from weekly to daily,
required a change in editing and producing to focus more on
reporting than on analyzing the news."
In addition to local Arab and Islamic news, Al-Ittihad
covers international news from countries around the world and

that is done within the regional policy of the state and its
foreign relations with those countries because Al-Ittihad is

the official newspaper of the U.A.E.

However, being the

official newspaper of the country does not mean that the AlIttihad neglects public issues which are important to its

readers.

For instance, the newspaper has covered the issue

of rent control and It has also conducted interviews with
citizens and officials about common issues and those

interviews were often supplemented by statistics, charts and
photographs

Economic factors that prevailed in the late 1970s and

early 1980s continued to change the newspapers in the United
Arab Emirates.

One change which occurred at that time is the

"Ibid., 44.
""Ibid., 49-50.
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transformation of the Al-Ittihad newspaper from a local to a

national paper.

As a result, Al-Ittihad began transmitting

information via facsimile systems to the Northern Emirates

printing plant in Dubai; where the paper got reprinted and
distributed to all northern cities and Communities.

Unfortunately, due to technical and financial considerations,

this service stopped shortly after it began.
The organizational chart of the Al-Ittihad newspaper
follows (see page 55).
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Major Publications of the Al-Ittihad Corporation

Beside the Al-Ittihad newspaper, the Al-Ittihad Press
and Publishing Corporation publishes other daily papers as

well as weekly magazines.

Among its publications are:

1. Emirates News

Emirates News is a semi-official daily newspaper which
publishes in English.

Its first issue dates back to 1970.

It has an estimated circulation of 10,000.

It is influential

with business leaders, senior civil servants, and

intelligentsia.^^ Emirates Mews reports worldwide issues
without any editorials or analyses of its own.

It devotes a

full page daily to translating local and regional Arab press
commentaries, of the previous day.
2. Maied Magazine

Maied magazine which was published on February 28, 1979

by the Al-Ittihad Press, Printing and Publishing Corporation
is a children magazine for all boys and all girls.

The first

cover of the magazine was about the International Year of the
Child.

The upper part of the magazine cover depicts the name

Majed underneath the portrait of a child in traditional
Emirate outfit and lots of children running towards the name.

^^From a report obtained from the American Embassy in AbuDhabi, 1985.
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This magazine was printed using the offset printing methods
in four colors including black.

In 1981., Maied became the

magazine of every Arab child from the Gulf to the Atlantic

Ocean, it also became a friend to many Arab children.

The

reason of this vast distribution of Maied throughout the Arab
World is the content of the magazine which reflects Arab
culture and Islamic heritage.
Maied magazine came up with a great idea to attract

children by publishing a photograph of the child along with
their names, ages and schools.

And this process included

hundred of school children throughout the Arab World.

Despite everything, it can be stated that Maied
magazine has been a success in the domain of Children

journalism in the Arab World.

The distribution of the

magazine rose from 10,000 copies in 1979 to 70,000 copies in
1981 and to more than 120,000 in 1984.^^

To stay in touch with its readers, Maied tries to find
what the readers needs are.

So, assessing the needs of the

readers is an important issue.

variety of methods.

These needs are assessed in a

For instance, the magazine examines the

''^A. Al-Noweis. Communication Media in the UAE. (Abu-Dhabi
Publishing, Abu-Dhabi, 1984), 104-106.
''Ibid., 113.
"Ibid., 119-120.
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thousands of letters it receives from the readers, surveys
readers once a year and analyzes the data it receives back.

Usually, the survey is published within the pages of the

magazine and readers are asked to complete it and return it
back to the magazine.

A 2% return rate is considered

acceptable for analysis purposes.
3. Zahrat Al-Khaleei Magazine

("The Flower of the

Gulf")

This weekly magazine published its first issue on March

31, 1979.

It is published every Saturday by the Al-Ittihad

Press, Printing and Publishing Corporation.

Zahrat Al-

Khaleej is a weekly women magazine for the Gulf and the Arab

World, which covers women's issues on 68 pages.''®
Zahrat Al-Khaleei magazine occasionally publishes

patterns of women clothing along with a detailed description

for designing and sewing.

In addition, this magazine has

spoken on behalf of women in the Emirates and called upon
political leaders to realize the dreams of women (at that

time) to unify the Emirates.

In its first issue, the

magazine commented on women participation in politics and
stated that: "Because the issue is that of unity of the

"S. Abu-Esba

and

K. M. Ahmed.

Managing

Communication

Media. (Sabra Publishing, Damascus, Syria, 1984), 343.
46:

®A. Al-Noweis. Communication' Media in the UAE. (Abu-Dhabi
Publishing, Abu-Dhabi, 1984), 94-95.
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country and its future and of the cohesion of its citizens...

women of my country have refused to be just spectators..."^'
Any research of women journalism in the Gulf, not only

in the Emirates, cannot bypass the quality of this magazine
editorials and their relationship to the needs of Gulf women.

The magazine inform the readers of what goes on in women

circles, reports the extent of progress attained by Gulf
women, analyzes events that concerned women and covers women
activities such as charities, social clubs and schools.^®

The quality coverage of women issues by Zahrat AlKhaleei has been the result of employing experts in the
domain of journalism who possess the scientific as well as
the practical abilities and talents to perform at an
excellent professional level.
4. Al-Ittihad Center for Research and Studies
The Center for Research and Studies at the Al-Ittihad

Corporation was established to accomplish the following
objectives:
1. To create a data bank, that is to store information
)

on microfilms which can be accessed and used by the general

public or by the journalists themselves.
2. To publish articles of research and studies of

''Ibid., 97-98.
"Ibid., 100.
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contemporary issues.

3. To publish a monthly research journal called AlKashaaf".

The journal publishes a type of bibliography of

studies which may be of use to students and journalists in a

variety of fields.

Managerial and Editorial Organization
1. Managerial Organization

The Al-Ittihad Press Corporation has an organizational
structure similar to a top-bottom hierarchy.

All departments

and sections are controlled by the top management which
includes the Board of Directors, the General Manager, and the
Editor in-chief.

In their book "Management of Mass

Communication Media", Khalid M. Ahmad (the previous General

Manager of Al-Ittihad) and Saleh Abu Esba discuss the
organization of the Al-Ittihad Corporation and state that the

organizational chart of the Al-Ittihad Press Organization

resembles a top-bottom type of chart.

However, in practice,

the Al-Ittihad has its unique organization.

The functions of press organization are different from

those of other types of institutions which deal with only one
line of business.

Press Organizations are multi-line

businesses which include journalism, distribution and^
industrial activities which take care of the printing
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presses.

Based on this concept of multi-functions, the

organizational chart of Al-Ittihad is made flexible enough to
accommodate all of its activities. (Chart is on Page 62).
As for decision-making in AL-Ittihad, it takes one of
two forms;

1. Centralized decisions made by the Board of Directors
or the General Manager.

These decisions concern the

general policies of the organization.
2. Decentralized or lower-level decisions made by
directors of the various divisions of the paper.
These decisions concern the various activities of each
division.
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The nature of journalism suggests flexibility in the

way press organizations are structured.

This flexibility is

very much needed in journalism, especially when it comes to

making editorial decisions or securing enough supplies of
paper and ink.

This type of structure does not lead to any internal
conflicts because certain decisions have to be made without

delay.

Other functions run according to the structure of the

institution presided over by the General Manager who oversees
a multitude of activities which range from human resources,
to equipment to development and editorials.

The Board of Directors of the Al-Ittihad represented by
the General Manager oversees all functions.

The General

Manager is also the Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors

and the Editor-in-Chief of more than one newspaper and
magazine.^'

The organizational chart of Al-Ittihad clearly shows
two distinct divisions.

The first is responsible for the

editorial matters and presides over the newspaper and the two
magazines of the Al-Ittihad Organization.
the Center for Research and Studies.

It also includes

The second is

responsible for the administration and finance divisions

^®S.

Abu

Esba and

K. M. Ahmed. Managing Communication

Media. (Sabra Publishing, Damascus, Syria, 1984), 270-273.
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which include finance, administration, purchasing, storage,

services, printers, advertising and distribution.
2. Editorial Management

Editorial management of a newspaper requires both
administrational and editorial capabilities.

Administrational capability means the ability of the
management to lead employees to function as a team.

The

leader of this team is the Chief Editor.
The structure of the editorial section of Al-Ittihad is
as follows:®"
1. Editorial Council

The Editorial Council is presided over daily by the

Chief Editor.

It is attended by editors of all sections.

A

typical agenda consists of a presentation by the Chief Editor
of the latest events and a discussion of these events.

This

is important because it sets the next course of action for
the paper.

In addition, the Editorial Council compares the

news published in the various daily newspapers of the

country, locally and internationally.

The purpose of this

comparison is to see whether or not there had been any

neglects or scoops on the part of editors and journalists.
2. Editorial Manager

The Editorial Manager executes all decisions made by
®°Ibid., 275-284.
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the Editorial Council and any additional orders which may be
issued later during the day.

He also reviews the work of all

editors of the paper and decides what will be published.
Other functions of the Editorial Manager include the

coordination between the editorial section and the printing
section of the paper.

All of these functions require

remarkable journalistic and political education alongside the
leadership capability.
3. Editorial Departments
The Editorial Departments include the desk, local news,

foreign news, religion, economics, sports, culture and
listening departments.

Desk, also known as "Kitchen", is the place where the

production of editors ends up.

It is presided over by the

editorial manager.

Local news is the department responsible for covering
news at the local level.

The manager of this section is the

one who directs the editors attention to important events.

The foreign news section covers all foreign events.
The religious section is responsible for publishing a
religious supplement on Fridays.
The economic section follows the movement and the

activities of local and foreign economies.

The sport section covers sport events at the local as
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well as the international levels using either their own
reporters or news agencies.

The cultural section is responsible for publishing the
daily and weekly cultural material.

The listening section links the newspaper to hundreds

of its reporters, editors and news agencies, among the major
function of this section are;

Taping reports that come via the telephone lines,
receiving reports sent by editors and reporters through

special equipments, listening to international news bulletins
broadcast by radio and television and taping them and

presenting a brief summary of these news to the editor in
charge.

3. Advertising

Advertisements of local offices of the government of

Abu Dhabi appeared in the AL-Ittihad during the first month

of its publication.

Later, commercial, industrial and

promotional adds started to appear in the paper.

Importance of Advertising

Advertising has always been important to four major

parties:

Businesses, consumers, advertising media

(newspapers - radio - television) and society as a whole, in
66

addition to those who work in the domain of advertising (e.g.
advertising agencies)
The U.A.E. has become very distinguished in the domain

of advertising in the world, in general, and in the Middle

East, in particular.

As evidence of its international place

in the domain of advertising, the U.A.E. was awarded the
first golden prize during the International Conference on
Advertisement which took place in the city of San Paulo,
Brazil, in 1983.

The major reasons for this rapid advancement in the

domain of advertising are;®^
1. The continuing growth in the fields of economics and
trades at levels, that are far greater than those in any
other Gulf country.
2. The abundance of communication means and the fierce

competition between communication agencies to acquire the
advertisements.

3. Some newspapers and television stations were
originally established as commercial stations.

4. The unique position of the U.A.E. in its position in
the Gulf in terms of transit.

As for the Al-Ittihad newspaper, it runs many
'^Ibid., 308.
"Ibid., 310-315.
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advertisements from Bahrain and Kuwait because of its

distribution throughout the Gulf.

The Gulf Newspaper

publishes a weekly advertising supplement.

There is another way to acquire advertisements from the

outside world.

For example, Al-Ittihad

has signed an

agreement with the Overseas Agency in London to collect
advertisements from British companies and publish them in its
magazines and newspapers.

There is another element which distinguishes
advertising in the U.A.E. and that element is the existence

of a local branch of the International Agency for

Advertisement in Dubai.

This branch includes among its

members all those working in advertising agencies, newspapers
and even in big companies which place the adds.

Because of the importance of advertising. The AlIttihad Corporation has a large advertising department at its

headquarters.

This department encompasses advertising,

production, arts, and has several administrators who
coordinate the activities of the production and arts
sections.

The later section (arts) is considered the most

important section because it deals with the design and the
artistic production of adds.
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4. Printing Managements^

Printing presses play an important role for press
organizations.

It has become quite impossible to establish a

major daily newspaper without a printing press to produce and
print the paper.

The printing press occupies an important

section of the building that houses the press organization
because the proximity of the printing press to the offices of

editors facilitates the production and the printing of the
paper.

Printing Presses have developed over the years to

become administratively independent. They also employ a lot
of individuals whose specialties are compatible with the
function of printing and producing.
Press organizations have always competed to own the
most advanced printing presses and the most modern equipment
so they can achieve the highest level of quality production.
The most important phase of printing is the offset.
Nowadays, the computer is used in this operation because it
is faster and more flexible than the conventional way of
offsetting.

The second phase consists of preparing the

printing surface.

The third phase consists of the final

printing using the most advanced printing presses which can

^T. Abu-Arjee. Contemporary Journalism, (Dar Al-Kitab AlJamee, Al-Ain, 1988), 93-94.
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output papers at a considerable speed.

The management of the printing division provides all
essential materials for printing; such as paper and ink.

The

printing divisions of press organizations also include

sections which print newspapers and magazines published by
the parent organization and other sections for commercial
purposes.

5. Circulation Management

The Circulation Department is an important part of the
organization.

Typically headed by a circulation manager,

this department or division handles taking subscription
orders, and delivering the paper to the local community and
surrounding areas.®^

Press organizations rely on the distribution sections
to distribute the printed copies to the readers via a network

of internal and external distribution centers.

Internally,

distribution is done through bookstores which are spread
throughout the country.

External distribution is done

through press agencies, advertising agencies, or public
relations agencies.

The first issues of local newspapers were distributed

R.

Dominick.

The

Dvnamics

of

Mass

Communication.

(McGraw Hill Publishing Company, 3rd edition, 1990), 112.

:^^T. Abu-Arjee. Contemporarv Journalism, (Dar Al-Kitab AlJamee, Al-Ain, 1988), 95.
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free of charge to offices and homes for the purpose of
introducing these papers to the readers, possibly as a
prelude to potential readers' loyalty.

Al-Ittihad, the Gulf Newspaper, and Al-Bayan, among
others, all distributed free copies at the beginning.
However, this free distribution of the papers had to come to
an end when professional distributors were hired to do the
job.
The establishment of a distribution network has not

been as successful as was anticipated.

The success was

limited to three of the eight local papers:
Arab Gulf, and Gulf Times (English version).

Al-Ittihad, the
Al-Ittihad and

the Arab Gulf were interested in reaching the readers for
educational and cultural purposes while other papers wanted

to reach lots of readers for commercial purposes.®®
The first newspaper to recognize the problems of
distribution in the country was Al-Ittihad.

Al-Ittihad had a

fleet of cars and motorcycles for the purpose of reaching

every corner of the country.

Still, the paper; which is

printed in Abu Dhabi, failed to reach other Emirates in time
for local distribution.

An attempt to use airplanes to

distribute the paper to other Emirates had to be aborted

5S<

®S.

Abu

Esba

and

K.

M.

Ahmed.

Manaoina

Communication

Media. (Sabra Publishing, Damascus, Syria, 1984), 326-327.
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shortly after it was made because it was very costly.

This

failed attempt led to the establishment of another printing

press in Dubai with all the news fed from Abu Dhabi by
(

telephone.

This process, also known as "facsimile", was

already in use in the U.S. and Europe to print many papers
and magazines.

This modern equipment was very successfully

used by Al-Ittihad to solve the problem of late distribution
of the paper in remote areas of the country.®'
6. Emplovment

Journalism by nature requires the selection of the best

qualified staff for practical experience, preparation and
training.

Journalism requires creativity and good marketing

strategies and in order to be successful in these two fields

it is necessary to plan ahead.

Planning is what Al-Ittihad

Press Organization has done over the years to select and
train personnel for the departments of Editorial, Industrial,
Marketing & Finance and Administration.

However, at its

inception, Al-Ittihad relied on qualified individuals from
Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon, as it was natural for a
press organization in its first phase to rely on expertise
with considerable education and experience.

Later, the

management of the organization has continuously worked for

the preparation of local professionals to fill positions at
®'lbid., 330-331.
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its various sections and departments.

This

training of new

employees has opened the door to them to succeed in their
jobs.

There is a development plan for the future which aims
at preparing local human resources to work at the various

departments of the organization.

Also the organization

started an in-service training program for its employees in

1988.^®

Preparation and training covers the fields of

artistic work,

production, photography & color processing,

editing, computers & printing and binding.

Al-Ittihad has

also worked on preparing nationals in the domains of
administration and journalism.
The table below indicates that the number of nationals

who have received training in the institution increased from
14 in 1977 to 67 in 1987."

®®From an interview with Mr. Ibrahim Saeed, Vice-President
of Administration, Finance and Advertisement at Al-Ittihad
Corporation.
"Ibid.
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Year

Number of Trainees

1977

14

1978

18

1979

37

1980

52

1981

65

1982

54

1983

59

1984

59

1985

69

1986

67

1987

67

The method of training is practical and it is

complemented by working in the various departments of the
institution, (or the newspaper), where the trainees will
work.

Ahmed and Abu-Esba®°

state that employment at the Al-

Ittihad organization takes one of two forms;
1. Leadership positions such as administrative and

editorial directors are filled by a decision made by the

Board of Directors at the request of the Editor-in-Chief.

®°S.

Abu

Esba

and

K.

M.

Ahmed.

Managing

Communication

Media, (Sabra Publishing, Damascus, Syria, 1984).
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2. Other non-essential positions are filled by the
general manager of the organization.

Non-aditorial positions

are posted but prospective editors are contacted directly by
the organization.

EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS AT AL-ITTIHAD
Calendar Year; 1990

Number of Employees

Department

Citizens

Others

Total

Administration

24

166

190

Al-Ittihad newspaper

33

204

237

Zahrat Al-Khaleej

1

25

26

Majed Magazine

0

18

18

Emirate News newspaper

0

37

37

Printing Press

5

58

63

63

508

571

TOTAL

Percentage of Citizens = 63/571 = 11%
Source:

Ibrahim Saeed, Vice-President of Administration,
Finance, and advertisement at Al-Ittihad in an
interview with the researcher in 1991.

In addition, the Al-Ittihad has many national and
international bureaus and reporters.

Its international

bureaus are located in Cairo, Amman, Beirut, Paris, Moscow

and Washington.

Its national bureaus are located in Dubai,

Al-Sharja, Al-Fajerah, Has Al-Khaima, and Al-Ain.
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B. The Al-Bayan Press, Printing and Publishing Corporation

Founded in May, 1980 in Dubai, this Arabic daily
newspaper concerns itself mainly with local and international

economic and business affairs.

Its second page is fully

devoted to economic news of the United Arab Emirates, in
general, and of Dubai, in particular.
The Al-Bayan has an estimated circulation of 40,000

copies daily.

It features long political and economic

studies, assisted by a Research and Study Center which
contains archives often used by both Al-Bayan and the Gulf
News.

Beside its focus on economic and business affairs, the

Al-Bayan is also distinguished by its use of colored paper

(rusty) instead of the regular white paper used by other
papers.

Its title is placed on the right top corner of the

first page, contrary to the usual centered titles of other

papers.

These two factors have helped the Al-Bayan in its

circulation to a great extent.®^
The publication of the Al-Bayan was intended to add

quality journalism to the local scene rather than to just add
another paper.

This issue was taken into account in the

®^Report of the American Embassv in Abu-Dhabi. 1985.

®^E.

A.

Ezzat.

Journalism

in

the

Gulf

Countries.

(Unpublished thesis paper, university of Cairo, 1980).
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Page one of the Daily AL-Bayan Newspaper
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development phase of Al-Bayan.

Al-Bayan wanted to be the first Arab daily newspaper

which devotes a comprehensive coverage to the economy.

For

that purpose, Al-Bayan reserved two full pages daily to cover
local and international business news.

At the local level, the publishers of Al-Bayan

concerned themselves from the very beginning with local

events; highlighting their positive aspects and dealing
consciously with the negative aspects for the purpose of
eliminating them.

This role of Al-Bayan has been played in

accordance with the nature of social, political and
economical reforms that occurred in the country and also in
accordance with the general goals of strengthening the unity
of the Emirates.

To materialize its objectives, Al-Bayan has

relied on a network of reporters from all major cities of the
country.

In covering Arab issues, Al-Bayan had recognized not
only the importance of these issues but also their impact on
the society:

its citizens and its expatriates who are

concerned with the events that take place^ in their native
countries.

A network of reporters from Arab capitals cover

the Arab issues.

The work of these reporters has contributed

to giving the readers of Al-Bayan an accurate account of what
goes on in the Arab world.
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As for sports, the Al-Bayan has devoted a great effort
to cover sports activities not only in the United Arab
Emirates but also in other Gulf, Arab and international

countries.

In 1981, the Al-Bayan published the "Sports and

Youth" magazine on a weekly basis.

This magazine, which is

currently being distributed to the Gulf Corporation Council
and to other Arab countries, has also published a monthly
magazine called the "Emirates Today" to cover public service
news in both Arabic and English.

The establishment of Al-Bayan coincided with founding
the Middle East Center for Research (MECR).

At the

beginning, the MECR consisted of three sections:
Information, Archives and Research.

The "Arab Bank for

Information" was later added to the MECR.

The latter was

primarily used to store information about Arab issues, which
may be later used by Research Centers on a subscription
basis.

To help in the process of improving the cultural life
in the country and in the Arab World, the Al-Bayan equipped

itself with modern commercial printers which provided very

advanced printing services to the entire region.
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Organizational Features of the Al-Bavan Corporation^^

The Al-Bayan Cbrporation has adopted the most modern

administrative systems to control the flow of work in a way
that will optimize productivity.

There is a great degree of

decentralization which assures the various sections of the

presses the needed level of flexibility in order to

accomplish their goals within the framework of the general
policy of the corporation.

The administrative system of the organization breaks

down the levels of responsibility to a division, a department
and a section (See Chart on Page 81).
The general manager of Al-Bayan Mr. Khalid Mohammed
Ahmed, stated in an interview with the researcher that

administration in Al-Bayan is based upon two principles:

®^From an interview with

Mr. Khalid

M. Ahmed, General

Manager and Executive Chief Editor of Al-Bayan, 1991.
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The AL-Bayan Organizational Chart
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1. The principle of top-bottom hierarchy

This structure has one person at the top who supervises
a group of subordinates and guides them through their daily
activities.

This structure does not rule out the principle

of specialization at the level of divisions and departments.
This means that every division or department has a set of
functions that are similar in nature and which lead to an

efficient execution of activities.

The major elements of

this structure represent the general manager at the top,
followed by the directors, then by the heads of departments.
The delegation of responsibilities is top to bottom while
reporting is bottom to topi

2. The principle of flexibility
Flexibility means that one person can assume the
responsibilities of more than one job if the volume of work
is small or if there is a shortage of qualified individuals.
3. The principle of power definition
This principle has been adopted to limit the number of

individuals under the supervision of one person in order to
assure proper guidance and supervision.
4. The principle of delegating

Delegating means that a supervisor or a manager will
delegate some of his responsibilities to his subordinates and
will keep only those responsibilities that subordinates
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cannot perform.

In the absence of the supervisor or the

manager, subordinates report directly to the individual who
is the immediate superior of the absentee.
Abu-Esba and Ahmed state that the organizational chart

of the Al-Bayan newspaper shows two major divisions;

Financial and Administrative , and 2) Editorial.

1)

The

Editorial Division is not different from any editorial
divisions of any other papers.

However, the organization of

the Division of Finance and Administration may reduce the
efficiency of some of its departments.

For instance, the

independence of the Printing Division may lead to more
flexibility, but in journalism, responsibilities cannot be
independent:

there must exist a fine equilibrium between the

decisions made at the top and those made at the various
divisions.®''
Job Grades

Job grades for journalists are comparable to those of

government institutions where national employees get special
fringe benefits.

Journalists are employed provided they meet

some qualifications such as educational degree, experience
and fields of specialties.

The total number of journalists

who work at the Al-Bayan organization is 200.

Forty of those

®'S. Abu Esba and K.M. Ahmed. Managing Communication Media.

(Sabra Publishing, Damascus, Syria, 1984), 158-159.
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are citizens of the Emirates and the rest are Arab nationals.

The number of administrators at Al-Bayan is 400 including
editors, technicians, clerks, and others.
Incentive

There isn't any formal process of rewards or motivation

for journalists and employees at Al-Bayan organization;

all

promotions and salary increases are random.®®

Criteria for Journalists Selection

At the very beginning, the Al-Bayan organization did
not follow any formal procedures for the selection and

employment of journalists.

Selection was done without giving

any weights to either education or experience or specialty.
However, two years ago the organization has improved its

hiring procedures and set the following standards for the
selection of journalist;®^
1. Priority should be given to citizens.

2. Every candidate should have an educational degree
with a specialty in journalism.

3. All prospective employees should be interviewed to

®®From an interview with Mr. Khalid M. Ahmed, General
Manger and Executive Chief Editor of Al-Bayan, 1991.
®®Ibid.
®^Ibid.
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determine whether or not they are qualified to do the job
and,if necessary, to train them at the organization.
As for expatriates and if there's a need to hire them

they are usually contracted to do a job for a one year period

which can be extended by mutual agreements.
Training

The management of Al-Bayan has always concerned itself

with giving the citizens of the Emirates the opportunity to
select journalism as a potential job.

For the first time

ever in the Emirates the Al-Bayan has employed nationals in
the departments of computers, production, photography and
listening. The idea is to train those nationals within a

limited period of time (3 months) so that the trainees can
form a better picture of where they want to be placed within
the organization.

There are future plans to expend the

editorial section of the organization to include more
national talents.

The editorial section also trains

university students during summer time.

Benefits

The nature of the profession of journalism requires
more benefits than just salaries.

These additional benefits

include airplane fares and yearly bonuses of up to 3% of the

salary.

These benefits are given to all employees at Al
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Bayan except the airplane fares which are provided to noncitizens only.

C. Other Press Organizations

In addition to the above described press organizations
of Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan, the United Arab Emirates has

known other Arabic press organizations such as Dar Al-Khaleej
and Al-Dhafra Corporations.

1. The Dar Al-Khaleei

The Dar Al-Khaleej was founded in the late 1960s.

Its

first publication was the Al-Khaleei newspaper which ceased
publishing in 1972 then resurfaced in 1980.

Its daily

circulation is estimated at 50,000 copies.®®

Ever since its

inception, the Al-Khaleei newspaper has been characterized by
its commitment to the national issues, in general, and to

those of the youth of the Emirates in particular.

This

outspoken attitude of the paper might have hastened its

closure for 8 years because of the unfavorable political
milieu at the time.

The Al-Khaleei resumed publishing in 1980 as a daily

paper headed by Rashid Omran.

In its first phase of

publication, the Al-Khaleei added a new feature to journalism
®®Report of the American Embassv in Abu-Dhabi. 1985.
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in the Gulf;

that of translating news analyses from major

international newspapers and magazines.

In a later phase,

the Al-Khaleei began focussing on women and children issues
and needs.

It also featured political caricature on its

first pages.

As a result, the circulation of Al-Khaleei

exceeded 50,000 copies at one point in time and its size

doubled from 8 pages only in 1970 to 20 pages at the present
time.

As previously mentioned, the Al-Khaleei was known for

its outspoken comments and its provocative headlines and it
often attacked the foreign policy of the United States in the
region.

However, recently and after the Gulf war, Al-khaleei

has kept a low profile as regards national, political and
democratic issues.

It is believed that this change in the

paper's general policy might have been the result of the
recent appointment of one of its founders to the Council of

Ministers.

Another factor that might have contributed to

this policy change is the building of new headquarters for
the paper by the local government of Abu Dhabi.

Recently,

the Al-Khaleei issued Al-Shorooa weekly magazine which is

expected to be one of the important magazines in the country.

2.

The Al-Dhafra Foundation
The Al-Dhafra Foundation was founded as a result of
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publishing the Al-Wahda newspaper in Abu Dhabi on August 16,
1973.

The Al-Wahda is the first independent newspaper to be

published and printed in the United Arab Emirates."

The Al-Wahda is a daily, independent political newspaper
that was founded by Rashid Bin Oweida who is the Editor-inChief and owner.

Mr. Oweida established a printing

institution under the name of Al-Dhafra Foundation for the

purpose of publishing a daily newspaper and several
magazines.

Al-Dhafra Foundation has been publishing Heva

(She), a woman's magazine and Al-Dhafra magazine since 1974.
Al-Wahda has been known for its instability with regards to

its design, style and policies.

Because of this instability,

it is very difficult to account for all the names of its
chief editors.

This same instability has dropped Al-Wahda to

the 5th place among the five daily newspapers in the UAE.
The Al-Wahda covers International and Local news. Art,

Social issues. Entertainment, Sports and miscellaneous items
on its last page.

In addition to Al-Wahda newspaper, Al-Dhafra Foundation

publishes an Arabic comprehensive weekly magazine.
issue appeared on January 24, 1974.
been its Editor-in-Chief.

Its first

Rashid Bin Oweida has

However, other managing editors.

®'E. a. Ezzat. Journalism in the Gulf Countries. (An
unpublished thesis paper. University of Cairo, Cairo, Egypt,
1980), 508
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writers and directors have changed so many times in a way
that has affected the subject matter and the general format
of what the magazine publishes.

Heva (She)

i

The Heva is the first national woman magazine in the UAE.
Before Heva only one attempt was made to publish a bi-annual

magazine called Al-Ahad Al-Jadeed (The New Era).

Heva was

initially published under the name of "Smia" in 1975.
However, it ceased to publish after its first issue then it
resumed publishing on a monthly basis until Suzan Abdullah
was hired as its Editor-in-Chief in the second half of 1978.

Since then Heva has been consistently published as a weekly

magazine.

Despite a lesser quality than Zahrat-Al-Khaleei.

Heva continues to publish in the phase of fierce competition.

Al-Faier (The Dawn^

The Al-Faier Newspaper is the fifth Arabic press

institution in the U.A.E. which has been publishing as an

independent and political daily newspaper since 1978.

Before

then and since 1975, Al-Faier was a weekly magazine using

regular size paper (45x61 cm) in eight pages.
Mazroui is the owner and Editor-in-Chief.
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Mr. Obeid Al-

The former Chief

Editor was the writer and poet Habeeb Al-Sayeg from Bahrain.
The Al-Faier has been focusing on economic and financial

activities since 1978.

It devotes one full page of financial

services in English obtained daily from the Financial Times
of London through a direct collection.

In general,the Al-

Faier covers local events, investigations, economics,
international news, women and society, education and art,

sports and entertainment.

In addition, its last page has a

column called "Window to the World" and some international

pictures and caricature.'®

'°E.

A. Ezzat.

Journalism in the

Gulf

Countries. (An

unpublished thesis paper. University of Cairo, Cairo, Egypt,
1980), 515-516.
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CHAPTER FOUR

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter presents a review of literature related to

four aspects of performance appraisal.

These aspects are; 1)

Definitions of performance appraisal systems, 2) Performance
appraisal methods, 3) Performance appraisal interviews, and
4) Importance, Purposes and Goals of performance appraisal
systems.

1.

Definitions of Performance Appraisal

Latham and Wexley define performance appraisal as
any judgement or decision that affects an
employee's status in an organization regarding
retention, termination, promotion, demotion,
transfer, salary increase, or admission into a
training program that affects any of the preceding
factors, regardless of whether the rationale
behind these decisions is made known to the

employee.'^
Beer and Spector use the following definition for
performance appraisal:
Performance appraisal is both a system of papers
and procedures designed by the organization for
use by its managers and an interpersonal process
in which manager and subordinate communicate and

Through

G. P. Latham and K. N. Wexley. Increasing Productivitv
Performance Appraisal. (Addison-Wesley Publishing

Company, Michigan, 1982).
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attempt to influence each other.

Schuler defines performance appraisal as
a formal, structured system of measuring,
evaluating, and influencing an employee's jobrelated attributes, behaviors and outcomes, and
level of absenteeism to discover at what level the

employee is presently performing on the job. That
is, how productive the employee is, and whether
the employee can perform as or more effectively in
the future so that the employee, the organization
and society all benefit.^^
The above three definitions of performance appraisal

all agree that performance appraisals are undertaken by an
organization to assess the performance of its employees and
to make job-related decisions.

However, of all three

definitions the most comprehensive is Schuler's because

Schuler views performance appraisals as a means of measuring,
evaluating, and monitoring the level of productivity of

employees for the benefit of all concerned parties.

2.

Performance Appraisal Methods

A review of relevant literature indicates that there is

a wide range of performance appraisal methods.

Each method

has its own unique features and each can be looked at as
M. Beer and B. Spector.
Readings in Human Resource
Management. (The Free Press, New York, 1985), 313-314.

R.

S.

Schuler.

From

A.G.

Alotaibi:

Designing

a

Performance Appraisal System for the Civil Service of Kuwait
(Doctoral Dissertation, Claremont University, Claremont, 1987).
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appropriate for one particular organization, but not for
other organizations.

According to Alotaibi"'^, there are

four general groups of appraisal methods.

These are:

Comparative methods. Absolute Standards methods, Outcome-

Oriented methods and Development-Oriented methods.
these four methods are briefly described below.

Each of

One of the

four will then be selected as the best method which fits the

environment of press cooperations.
1.

Comparative Methods

Comparative methods include four approaches:

Straight

Ranking, Alternative Ranking, Paired Comparison and Forced
Distribution.
2.

Absolute Standards Methods

Absolute Standard methods include the following six

approaches:

Free-Form Essay, Weighted Checklist, Forced

choice. Graphic Rating Scales, Critical Incidents and
Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales (BARS).
3.

Outcome-Oriented Methods

Outcome-Oriented methods include two general approaches

to appraisals:

Standards of Performance and Management By

Objectives (MBO).

A. G. Alotaibi:
Designing a Performance Appraisal
System for the Civil Service of Kuwait (Doctoral Dissertation,
Claremont University, Claremont, 1987), 33.
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4.

Development-Oriented Methods

This group of methods includes:

Peer Appraisal,

Subordinate Appraisal, Self-Appraisal and Assessment Centers.
Of the above four groups of appraisal methods.
Management By Objectives is the best known and the most used

method.

Management By Objectives (MBO) which was developed

by Peter Drucker in 1954, includes three key elements:

1. Major areas of individual responsibility are well

defined in terms of objectives (i.e. measurable results)
2.

Regular feedback on performance is given to

employees who can often monitor their own performance.

3.

Employees participate with managers in both goal

setting and performance appraisal.
Management By Objectives was designed based on

theoretical assumptions about staff members.

Briefly stated,

the philosophy of MBO rests on the assumption that peoples
employed by an organization derive a great deal of

satisfaction from working effectively.

Empirical evidence

suggests that MBO does help improve performance.

For

instance, evidence clearly indicates that individuals who

determine their own goals show higher performance and tend to

aim for an improvement over past performance, and once
improvement is achieved, they set higher goals for
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themselves.

According to Cascio and Awad'®, MBO has an edge

over other performance appraisal methods because it is based
on two key concepts:
1. The clearer the idea one has of what it is one is

trying to accomplish, the greater the chances of
accomplishing it.

2. Progress can only be measured in terms of what one is
to make progress toward; compare achievement with objectives.

Alotaibi^® cites the advantages of the MBO technique as
follows:
1. MBO focuses on results.

2. It allows subordinates to set their own objectives.
3. It allows supervisors to function as a coach and as

a counselor, rather than just a judge.
These advantages make MBO close to being the perfect
tool for measuring performance.

Unfortunately for MBO

advocates, there also are some disadvantages associated with
this method.

Among the disadvantages are the following:

1. MBO requires an agreement between supervisors and

subordinates on setting performance objectives and this

W. F. Cascio and E.M. Awad.

Human Resources Management.

(Restoon Publishing Company Inc., Restoon, VA, 1981), 420-421.

A. G. Alotaibi:
Designing a Performance Appraisal
System for the Civil Service of Kuwait (Doctoral Dissertation,
Claremont University, Claremont, 1987).
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agreement may be difficult to reach because subordinates may
want to set easy-to-accomplish objectives while their

supervisors may want to set unrealistically high objectives.
2. Setting quantifiable objectives may not be as easy
for some types of jobs (e.g., clerical work, routine work).
3. MBO may be undermined if the supervisor has an

autocratic leadership style.

Moreover, Partricia King'' believes that Management By
Objectives has a great deal of flexibility that managers in
work organizations can benefit from for setting priorities

and standards.

King goes on to state that "by setting up a

plan on the outset against which the employee's performance
will later be measured, MBO takes the focus off the

employee's personality and places it where it belongs".

This

process leads to an easier acceptance of results by
employees.

In addition, MBO focuses on each individual and

does not lump all employees who share the same job title into
one category.

Management By Objective was earlier described as an

outcome-oriented appraisal tool.

Another similar technique

is the Standards of Performance.

This technique is based

upon the assumption that supervisors and employees will be

"P. King. Performance Planning and Appraisal. (McGrawHill, new York, 1984), 130-131.
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able to sit together and to set performance standards for a
given period of time.

Those performance standards must be

reasonably measurable and achievable.

Because standards are

set by agreement, employees and supervisors are expected to

abide by them.

Table 1, following, presents one example of

performance standards which are stated in quantifiable terms.
This technique has been shown to be valid and reliable and to
eliminate such rater errors as leniency and bias.

its disadvantages are:

Some of

1) it is time-consuming, 2) it

requires considerable effort from both employees and
supervisors and 3) it may open up areas of conflict between
the supervisor and the employee.
Based on the above arguments for and against MBO, it
can be stated that this technique is the best known, most
used and most objective since it is based on the concepts of

accountability and measurability.

MBO may be the best

appraisal method for press organizations because employees of

these organizations are often judged by what they achieve;

and setting quantifiable objectives may be the best available
strategy for measuring what has been achieved.
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Table 1
Standards of Performance

Significant
Job Segments

Standards of Performance

1. Safety

1. Monthly safety meetings are conducted
in accordance with company schedules.
2. Safe operating procedures are
followed by all employees.
3. Regular monthly inspections are held
in department in accordance with
approved checklist.

4. Action is taken within 5 days to
correct any unsafe condition.
5. Monthly safety reports submitted by
the 5th of the following month.

2. Controlling
costs

1. Waste and scrap are kept below 2% of
total production.

2. One cost-saving improvement per month
initiated and put into operation.
3. Overtime costs held to a maximum of
3% of direct labor costs.

4. All purchases made in most economical
manner according to a buying plan.
5. Overhead costs kept within budget
limitations.

6. Salary controls exercised in
accordance with salary
administration plan.

7. Ratio of productivity to costs
improved by 1% every 6 months.
3. Developing
subordinates

1. New subordinates inducted and trained

in accordance with a definite plan.
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Table 1 (Continued)
2. Performance reviews held with all
subordinates on an annual basis.

3. Appraisal and performance improvement
plan aspects of the performance
review program are reviewed with
superior.
4. Discussions held with subordinates at

least quarterly to see that
performance improvement takes place
according to plan.

5. Responsibilities & authority
delegated to subordinates on a
planned basis.
Source: D.L. Kirkpatrick, How to Improve Performance Through
Appraisals and Coaching (AMACOM, New York, 1982), pages 39
40.

3.

Performance Appraisal Interviews

Interviewing is a type of interpersonal communication
which, typically, involves face-to-face interaction between

two parties; interviewer and interviewee.
take turn acting as sender and receiver.

These two parties
Some of the

characteristics that make interviewing a unique form of
communication are:

1. Interviews are conducted to achieve a specific
purpose,

2. Interviews are more structured than informal

conversations,

3. Interviews are more carefully prepared than informal
99

conversations, and

4. The sequence of the interview is more predictable in

that the interviewer selects and asks questions while the
interviewee provides responses to these questions.^®
Based on the above characteristics of interviews,

Andrews and Baird define them as "Prepared, structured
interactions between two or more parties in which questions
and answers are used to achieve relatively specific and

mutually understood purposes.^'
Now that interviews are defined, one may proceed to
categorize them.
including:

Interviews can be one of several types

Employment, Disciplinary, Appraisal, Grievance,

Counseling, Exit, Information-Giving and Seeking, and
Persuasive.

However, and since the emphasis of this study is

on appraisal performance, we will limit our discussion to

appraisal interviews.

Appraisal interviews serve the

function of reviewing the performance objectives established
for the employee in previous sessions so they (objectives)
can be evaluated and changed or modified for the upcoming

performance appraisal period.

In some organizations,

appraisal interviews are scheduled around the midpoint of the
P. H. Andrews and J. E. Baird, Jr. Communication for
Business and the Professions (Wm. C. Brown Publishers, Dubuque,
lA, 1992), 169-170.
Ibid., 170.
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evaluation period so employees know what they have achieved
at that point in time and so they can act according to what
is expected of them from that point on.
In press organizations, appraisal interviews are a form

of a structured meeting in which superiors (usually the
Editor-in-Chief) meet with their editors, journalists,
writers and reporters to discuss performance for a particular
day.

In this instance, subordinates are told what they have

contributed to their daily newspaper or magazine or, at a
smaller scale, to their respective departments.

Superiors

tell their subordinates where they stand vis-a-vis coverage

of current events, what is expected of them, how they are

doing on their jobs, what performance standards are still to
be met, and how they can improve their performance; if deemed
unsatisfactory.

Subordinates are also told what errors they

have made and ways to avoid them in the future.

Their strong

areas are highlighted and ways to use them more effectively

are presented.

In summary, what goes on during meetings at a

press organization meets the standards of appraisal
interviews as outlined earlier.

Some purposes of appraisal interviews are outlined by
Andrews and Baird in their book "Communication for Business
and the Professions".

These include;

1. Telling employees where they stand: how
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performance was judged by their superiors to have been during
the review periods.

2.
better

Giving the employees guidance for doing a

job in the future by setting objectives for them to

accomplish.

3.

Planning development and growth opportunities

for the employee and identifying specific areas in which the

employee needs to acquire more knowledge or skills, and
4.
express

Giving the employees an opportunity to

their feelings about performance-related

matters.®"

Research on appraisal interviews, however, have

pinpointed a member of common problems.

For instance, Lahiff

found that appraisal interviews often tend to dwell "upon the

individual's negative characteristics".®^

In another study

by Kay, Meyer, and French; it was found that worker's

performance is negatively correlated with the number of
weaknesses mentioned by their superiors during the
interviews.

In other words, the performance of employees

tends to deteriorate as the number of weaknesses increases.

The same study also found that pinpointing an increasing

80

Ibid., 215.

®^ J. M. Lahiff.

Interviewing for Results.

In Readings

in Interpersonal and organizational Communications, eds. R.C.
Huseman, C.M. Logue, and D.L. Freshly. (Boston, Holbrook Press,
1973).
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number of one's negatives tended to lower the rating

employees gave to the organization's appraisal system.®^
A second common problem is the "halo effect".

This

term is commonly used to describe the tendency people have to
see one positive trait in someone and then to attribute to
that person a variety of other positive traits.

Thus, a halo

is mentally placed around the head of that person.

Andrews

and Baird state that superiors often fall victims to the halo

effect because pinpointing one positive trait often leads to

overlooking other poor aspects of one's job.®®
Other problems include the "central tendency effect";
which occurs when all employees are rated as average because

their superiors do not do the necessary work for spotting
gradations, the "leniency effect"; which occurs when everyone
is given an equally high rating, and the "critical effect"
when everyone is judged deficient (i.e. no employee can
measure up to the superior's standards) and the "recency
effect"; which occurs when recent events are given more

®® E. Kay, H. H. Meyer, and J. R. P. French.
of Threat in a Performance Appraisal Interview.

The Effect
Journal of

Applied Psychology, 49, 1965, 311-317.

®® P. H. Andrews and J. E. Baird, Jr. Communication for
Business and The Profession (Wm. C. Brown Publishers, Dubuque,
lA, 1992), 215-216.
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weight than past history.®'®

Given all of these problems (which occur frequently),
what can be done to avoid them? What can be done to optimize
the usefulness of appraisal interviews and maximize their

effectiveness as analytic and motivational tools?
Andrews and Baird drew on their own experiences to come

up with two ways to have an effective appraisal: careful
preparation and skillful procedures.

Careful preparation

consists of three major steps:

1. Reviewing the requirements of the employee's job.
Downs et al. indicate that superiors rarely are able to

provide accurate descriptions of their employees' written job

duties as expressed in job descriptions.®®

It is important

to review the task(s) that the employee ought to have

performed and to decide which task(s) is (or are) more

important than others.

Past appraisals (if any) should also

be reviewed to remind the evaluator of any standards which
might have been set in previous meetings.

2. Obtaining input from the employee concerning his
level of performance.

Input can be obtained via written

questionnaires with emphasis on objectives, behaviors.

®® Ibid., 216.

®® C. W. Downs et al.

Professional Interviewing (Harper

& Row, New York, 1980).
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strengths and weaknesses, and career objectives.

This type

of information helps the evaluators to review the employee's
perceptions before the interview begins.

3. Completing the performance review form required by
the organization.

These forms are the only written records

of what superiors and employees have agreed on and they may
serve as the basis for future personnel decisions.
Skillful procedures, according to Brett and Fredian,®®
include seven steps;
1. Statement of the purpose of the meeting and a brief
overview of the structure that the interview will follow.

2. Description of the important elements of the
employee's past performance.

Specific good and bad examples

of the employee's performance should be provided by the
evaluhtor.

3. Giving employees a chance to provide their own
observations.

4. Listening to the employee actively and attentively.
5. Laying out future plans and goals.

6. Understanding of the decisions that have been
reached.
I

7. Scheduling of meeting for progress reports and
®® Brett and Fredian. Performance Appraisal (in Andrews
and Baird, Communication for Business and the Professions,
Wm.C., Brown Publishers, 1992), 219-220.
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feedback.

The preceding paragraphs about appraisal interviews
have all implied an exchange of information between superiors
and subordinates.

The question of providing the information

on which performance appraisal is based is addressed next.
According to Latham and Wexley, the assessment of an

employee's performance may be based on the observations of
supervisors, employees themselves, peers, subordinates,

people from outside the department, or some combination of
the above.

Most appraisals are based on observations by

the employee's immediate supervisor because he or she has the

responsibility for doing the appraisal.
biased.

This method is often

Self-appraisals are appropriate where the employee

is working alone or possesses a rare skill.

Peer appraisals

are useful because they usually are reliable and valid,
unlike subordinate appraisals which have not yet been shown
to be reliable and valid sources of information.®®

Latham

and Wexley state that "The ideal approach to making

appraisals is to collect observations from multiple sources

such as peers, subordinates, and the supervisor.

Logical

validity requires that contradictions among the different
®^ G. P. Latham and K. N. Wexley. Increasing Productivity
Through Performance Appraisal (Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, 1981), 97.
®® Ibid., 97.
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resources be pointed out and resolved."®'
Careful preparation and skillful procedures in
interviews are often the result of comprehensive training.
Kaye and Krautz offer some suggestions that will make

interviews more productive.

These suggestions are:'®

1. Anticipate the appraisal interview.

Subordinates

will feel more at ease and therefore exert more effort for

their organization when their participation is expected in
the appraisal interview.

2. Clarify expectations.

Employees and supervisors

have different expectations of each other and that is not
unusual.

Meeting with each other will help improve the

performance rating.
3. Know personal strengths and weaknesses.

Rating

themselves on their strengths and weaknesses prior to the

rating interview helps subordinates to emphasize their
strengths and to plan to overcome their weaknesses.

This

process will help them in their effort to find potential
solutions to their weaknesses.

4. Recognize the negative "shoulds."

Subordinates

often work under several negative "shoulds" on the job, such
89

Ibid., 98.

'° B. L. Kaye and S. Krantz, Preparing Employees:
The
Missing Link in Performance Appraisal Training, Personnel, 59,
M2a'«r/.Tnno 1982,
1QP9
9A.
May/June
24.
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as:

(1) nodding to everything they hear from managers,
(2) not voicing disagreement, (3) never questioning
the views of the manager, (4) being defensive,
(5) being prepared for the worst, (6) covering up
all personal faults, (7) never admitting mistakes,
(8) speaking only when spoken to, (9) keeping a low
profile, and (10) trying to "snow" the boss."'^
These behavioral habits limit the effectiveness of the

rating interview.

The supervisor can help the subordinate to

acknowledge these negative "shoulds" and to avoid them.
5. Be able to accept help.

Subordinates should be able

to welcome counseling and assistance from their supervisors.
During the interview, the supervisor should explain his role
in such a way as to insure that the subordinate believes and

respects the ideas presented.

6. Probe for information.

In the typical appraisal

interview, the supervisor gives feedback and evaluates
weaknesses while the employee just listens.

This format has

minimal value and may even be counterproductive, since
employees often resent authority's attempts to change their

behavior.

Instead, the employees should be trained in how to

"probe for information," for instance, by asking the
supervisor to be more specific or to explain more about the

problems.

In this way, the interview becomes a two-way

" Ibid., 26.
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communication, and the employees are better able to
understand what their weaknesses are.
7. Avoid overly defensive behavior.

It is natural for

an employee to defend his or her behavior, but over

defensiveness may hinder communication.

Therefore, during

the appraisal interview, employees should:
- Pay close attention to what their manager is
saying, and don't start to frame excuses while
the
manager is speaking.
- Paraphrase what their manager tells them - from
the manager's point of view. Give a definite
indication that they understand what the manager
has said.

- Avoid talking in terms of either/or. Avoid
extreme words such as "never," "always," and
"every time."

- Talk in shades of gray. Use such phrases as "from
my point of view" and 'as I see it."
- Be aware that they and their manager have
different points of view, neither of which is
totally right or wrong.

4. Importance. Purposes and Goals of Performance Appraisal
Importance of Performance Appraisal

In their book "Designing Performance Appraisal System,"
Mohrman, Resnick-West, and Lawler state that:

Performance appraisal in a work organization
involves some of the most important aspects of
people's sense of who they are and what they can be,
since it deals with their competence and
effectiveness. In addition, it is the point where
the sometimes conflicting goals of organizations and
individuals are dealt with. It is also an activity
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that has important legal implications and can lead
to the courtroom. Most of all, perhaps, it is an
interaction between two human beings, who often are
nervous, tense, defensive to some degree, poorly
prepared to talk about such important issues, and
full of their own misinterpretations, biases, hopes,
and values.'^

What makes performance appraisals important is that

they are inevitable consequence of the way organizations are
structured and jobs are designed.

Evaluations of the

performance of an employee's work is also critical and

crucial to his or her development.

Lavine and Wackman'^

state that "the evaluation process should be done regularly.

Done well, it provides a chance for meaningful feedback on
many aspects of a staff member's performance."

Performance appraisal systems are often likened to seat
belts.

They are gradually becoming more and more important

in the life of an organization.

Latham and Wexley state in

their book "Increasing Productivity Through Performance

Appraisal" that

Performance appraisal systems are a lot like seat
belts. Most people believe they are necessary, but
they don't like to use them. As a result, appraisal
systems are often used reluctantly to satisfy some
formal organizational or legal requirement. In many
A. M. Mohrman, Jr., S. M. Resnick-West and E. E. Lawler
III.
Designing Performance Appraisal Svstems
(Jossey-Bass
Publishers, San Francisco, 1990), 2-2.

J.

M.

Lavine

and

D.

B.

Wackman.

Managing

Organizations (Longman Inc., New York, 1988), 207.
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Media

cases, managers are ingenious at finding ways to
bypass them. This is unfortunate because
performance appraisals are crucial to the effective
management of an organization human resources, and
the proper management of human resources is a
critical variable affecting an organization's
productivity.®^

Performance appraisal is fundamental to improving the
productivity of an organization's human resources.

Thus, a

properly developed appraisal instrument is necessary because

it "serves as a contract between the organization and an

employee in that it makes explicit what is required of that

individual."'®

Appraising performance is also necessary

because it "serves as an audit for the organization about the

effectiveness of each employee".'®

The standards for such a

control system should be based on job behaviors that can
objectively be measured and evaluated.

The combination of

performance feedback and the setting of specific goals based
on this feedback enable the appraisal system to "fulfill its

two most important functions, namely the counseling
(motivation) and development (training) of employees.

These

are the primary purposes of performance appraisal because it

is on the basis of,an employee's motivation and training that
G. P. Latham and K. Wexley. Increasing Productivitv
Through Performance Appraisals. (Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, 1981), 2.
'® Ibid., 4.

:

'® Ibid., 4.
i
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decisions are made regarding that an employee's retention,
promotion, demotion, transfer, salary increase, and

termination."®^

Appraisals are also important because they

are a primary source of "data needed for manpower planning,
and a means of influencing employee performance and

fulfilling the moral obligation of letting people know where
they stand.

Appraisal systems are also important as a

protection against legal suits by employees who have been
fired or demoted."®®
Purposes of Performance Appraisal

Performance appraisals are conducted to serve specific
purposes or else they would be a waste of valuable working

time.

Lavine and Wackman outline four major functions of

performance appraisals.

These are:

1. To let employees know concretely how their current
performance is rated,
2. To identify those employees who deserve merit pay
increases,

3. To identify employees who require additional
training, and

4. To identify employees who are candidates for
97

Ibid., 4.

®® M. Beer and B. Spector. Human resource management. (The
Free Press, New York, 1985), 313.
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promotions.®'
In a study conducted by Peck,^°° the author was able
to conclude that performance appraisals serve the following
purposes;

1. To determine merit increases,

2. To provide a basis of feedback on employees'
performance,

3. To set goals for job performance,
4. To determine training and development needs,

5. To identify promotion potential, and

6. To identify employees with specific skills and
abilities.

Mohrman et al.^"^ have identified a number of possible
purposes of appraisal systems which include the purposes to:
1. Set a basis compensation and rewards,
2. Plan employees' careers,
3. plan human resources,

4. Improve performance.

" J.

M.

Lavine

and

D.

B.

Wackman.

Managing

Media

Organizations. (Longman Inc., New York, 1988), 208.
C. A. Peck. Pav, and Performance:

The Interaction of

Compensation and Performance Appraisal. (Research Bulletin no.
155, New York: Conference Board, 1984), 20.

A. M. Mohrman, Jr., S. M. Resnick-West, and E. E.
Lawler III. Designing Performance Appraisal Svstems. (JosseyBass Publishers, San Francisco, 1990).
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5. Document placement decisions, promotions, and
firings,
6. Let employees know where they stand and to give them
feedback, and

7. Set a basis of individual development and training.

Bernardin and Beatty^"^ classify the purposes of
performance appraisal under two major categories:
1. To improve utilization of staff resources and
2. To provide a basis for personnel actions.
Each of these two major purposes has a number of sub-

purposes which are summarized in Table 2, following.

H.
Appraisal:

J. Bernardin and R. W. Beatty. Performance
Assessing Human Resources at Work.
(Kent
Publishing Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1984), 8.
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Table 2

Purposes of Appraisal
A)

To improve utilization of staff resources by:

1.

Fostering improvements in work performance.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Assigning work more efficiently.
Meeting employees' needs of growth.
Assisting employees in setting career goals.
Recognizing potential for development to
managerial positions.
Keeping employees advised of what is expected

6.
of

them.

7.

Improving job placement (i.e., effecting
employee-job matches).
8.
Identifying training needs.
Validating selection procedures and
9
training programs.
evaluating
10, Fostering a better working relationship between
subordinate and supervisor.
11.
Fostering a better working relationship

better

between

B)

work units.

To provide a basis for such Personnel actions as:
Periodic appraisal pursuant to laws of
regulations.
Promotion based on merit.

Recognition and rewards for past performance.
Review at completion of a probationary
period.
Warning about unacceptable performance.
Layoff or termination based on merit.
Gareer development or training needs on
individual basis.

Demotion or reduction in grade.
Lateral reassignment.

Source:

Bernardin & Beatty, 1984, Page 8.

Given all of these purposes, it seems obvious that

performance appraisal plays a major role in the human
resources systems of organizations to the extent that an

organization cannot fully function without having a well
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developed, effective system for appraising performance.^"^

The complexity of performance appraisal is best
represented by Bernardin and Beatty using the Landy-Farr
Process Model of Performance Appraisal.

This model is

charted in Figure 1 and a brief description is shown in Table
3, following.

The relevant parameters of a performance

appraisal system are shown in Table 4, following.

J. R. Abbott and F. S. Schuster.

performance appraisal.

History and theory of

In M.Roch (Ed), Handbook of wage and

salary administration. (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1983).
H.
Appraisal;

J. Bernardin and R. W. Beatty. Performance
Assessing Human Resources at Work.
(Kent
Publishing Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1984), 5.
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Table 3

Brief Description of the Landy-Farr Process Model
Brief Description

Component
1.

Position Characteristics

Refers to characteristics of

the particular position in
which performance appraisal is
being carried out. Of
particular interest are the
following characteristics:
level in the organization's
hierarchy; whether the job is
line or staff; whether the job
is "blue collar" or "white
collar".

2.

Organization

Refers to global

characteristics

characteristics of the entire

organization, including
climate, span of control,
seasonal variation in work

force, and so on.

3.

Purpose for rating

Refers to reasons why
performance ratings are to be
made. Some common purposes
are counselling of ratees and
salary decisions.

4.

Rating process

Refers to the constraints

placed on the rater by
environmental or situational

events, including how often
and where rating takes place,
degree of accessibility of
final ratings, whether or not
rater training takes place,
and so on.

5,6 Scale development and
rating instrument

Refers to the design and
implementation of the tool for
carrying out performance
appraisal.
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Table 3 (Continued)
7> 8 Rater and ratee
characteristics

Refers to personal as well as
demographic characteristics of
the individual carrying out
the rating and of those being
rated.

9.

Observation/storage

Refers to the raters'

collecting and storing
information that is relevant

to performance.

10. Retrieval/judgment

Refers to the raters' use of

the information to be used in

performance appraisal.
11. Data analysis

Refers to the way performance

appraisal data are fed into
the personnel system (e.g.,
how numerical performance
indices are combined).

12. Performance description

Refers to the results of the

"data analysis" in component
11 which fed back to the

appropriate sources.
13. Personnel action

Refers to the ultimate results

of the performance appraisal
data (e.g.,feedback to
employees, revision of
selection systems, etc.).
Source;

Bernardin & Beatty, 1984, pages 5-6,
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Figure 1

A Process Model ofPerformance Appraisal
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Table 4

Relevant Parameters of a Performance Appraisal System
1.

Type(s) of rater (peer, supervisor, external,
subordinate, self).

2.

What to measure, what to exclude (observability,
importance, predictability).

3.

Purpose(s) for appraisal (e.g., test validatibn,
feedback, merit pay).

4.

Confidentiality of results.

5.

Frequency of appraisal (e.g., once per year or more
often).

6.

Timing for appraisal.

7.

Frequency and type of feedback (e.g., absolute versus
relative).

8.

Group and/or individual appraisal (level of
aggregation).

9.

Relationship to other human resource componentsestablishing a data base.

10.

Time required for appraisal (practicality).

11.

Mode of processing data (e.g., computer compatibility).

12.

Rater motivation and ability to rate accurately
(cognitive processes).

13.

Performance constraints (opportunity bias).

14.

Task characteristics.

15.

Organizational climate (e.g., trust in the appraisal
process).

Source:

Bernardin & Beatty, 1984, page 7.

Organizations, in general, and those of the mass media,
in particular, ought to pay more attention to the development
of a proper appraisal system for achieving all of the
previously mentioned purposes.
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These purposes give us the

impression that performance appraisal systems play an
important role in achieving the organizational objectives.
Experience has shown that performance appraisals have several
positive consequences.

Among them are the following;

1. An increased motivation to perform effectively,
2. An increased self-esteem,

3. Gaining new insights into the person being
appraised,
4. A better definition of the job being evaluated.

5. Valuable two-way communication among individuals
taking part,

6. A better understanding of the persons being
evaluated,

7. A fair and credible distribution of rewards,

8. A clarification of organizational goals, and

9. A better planning of manpower, test validation, and
development of training programs.

Given all of these potential positive outcomes of

appraisal, one can conclude that a well-done appraisal serves
the purpose of increasing both individual and organizational
performance.
Goals of Performance Appraisal

Performance appraisals continue to be used in

organizations because they help those organizations and their
A. M. Mohrman, Jr., S. M. Resnick-West, and E. E.
Lawler Iir. Designing Performance Appraisal Systems. (JosseyBass Publishers, San Francisco, 1990), 3-4.
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staff members to achieve some goals or aims that

organizations as well as individuals set for themselves.
Organization's Goals

,

Performance appraisal plays an important part in the
process of gathering information and controlling the various
activities of complex organizations.

Lawler and Rhode

indicate that a control system needs data on what is

occurring, and it needs a way of correcting or adjusting

performance when change is needed.^"®

The design of

performance appraisal systems of most organizations allows

for information exchange and for influencing performance.
That is, the performance appraisal systems are designed to
provide the individual and the organization with data about
what is going on, and they are also designed to be a medium
through which the organization tries to influence the

behavior of individuals."' For organizations, planning and
developing their human resources is as important as
effectively utilizing their economic resources.

Thus,

identifying development needs and promotion potentials are
frequent goals of appraisal.

In fafct, data gathered from

performance appraisals can, and often does, help

'

organizations to pinpoint who might be good candidates for

E. E. Lawler

III

and

J. G. Rhode. Information

and

Control in Organizations. (Goodyear Publishing Company, Santa
Monica, California, 1976).
A. M. Mohrman, Jr., S. M. Resnik-West, and E. E. Lawler
III. Designing Performance Appraisal Svstems. (Jossey-Bass
Publishers, San Francisco, 1990), 5.
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development and just what kinds of development experiences
might be best for them.^°®

Thus, organizations conduct

appraisals so that they can plan, coordinate, and administer
training and development programs.
Performance appraisals are often aimed at influencing

work motivation.

Lawler, in 1981, argued that motivation

depends on the extent to which valued rewards are perceived

to depend on performance.^®' Peck, in 1984, supported
Lawler's argument and found that 459 out of 510 surveyed

organizations tied rewards such as promotions and pay
increases to the results of performance appraisal.

Both

the development and motivation goals of performance
appraisals are important to the existence of organizations.
Individuals' Goals

As the organization tries to accomplish the above
stated goals through performance appraisal, so does the
individual.

Individuals want and seek feedback on their

performance since such feedback helps these individuals learn
more about themselves and this need exists even at the top

Ibid., 6.
E. E. Lawler III. Pav and Organizational Development.

(Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, 1981).
C. A. Peck. Pav and Performance:

The interaction of

Compensation and Performance Appraisal (Research Bulletin no.

155, New York; Cpnference Board, 1984), 20.
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levels of management.

Why do individuals seek to obtain

information on their performance?

This question may be

answered by stating that most individuals hope to get
favorable appraisals which give them a sense of satisfaction.
However, when appraisals are negative, those individuals tend
to experience failure and feedback becomes difficult to
accept.

Individuals and organizational goals are sometimes in
conflict.

Mohrman et al. point out the major conflicts

between organizations and individuals and state that;
To accomplish its purposes, the organization needs

complete and valid data about the nature of the
individual's skills and performance, but it is often
not in the best interests of the individual to

provide such data. The conflict , then, is over the
exchange of valid information. As long as the
individual sees appraisal as having an important
influence on rewards, the potential for this
conflict continues

In summary, this chapter reviewed several performance

appraisal systems and approaches.

It also reviewed the

importance of performance appraisal systems and their common
advantages and disadvantages.

C. 0. Longenencker and D. A. Gioia. Neglected at the
Top-^Executives Talk About Executive Appraisals.
Sloan
Management Review. 1988, 29(3), 41-47.
A. M. Mohrman, Jr., S. M. Resnick-West, and E.E. Lawler
III.
Designing Performance Appraisal Svstems. (Jossey-Bass
Publishers, san Francisco, 1990), 9.
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CHAPTER FIVE
FINDINGS

The data collected from editors and from journalists

and administrators were analyzed and compared using the
Statistical Analysis System (SAS).

The statistical

procedures used included one-way frequency distribution, twoway frequency distribution, and t-test procedures.

The

results of these procedures are summarized in Tables 5 thru

38.

What follows is an attempt to analyze these findings in

order to answer the research questions and test the
hypotheses of the study.
Research Question 1-5

What are the standards of performance and the nature of

the performance appraisal system in the Al-Ittihad and AlBaian Journalism?

The standards of performance of the appraisal system
are measured by four items from the Journalists and Employees

Questionnaire.

The distribution of responses of journalists

and employees on these items is summarized in Table 5, below.
Table 5 indicates that there does not exist any type of

regular performance appraisal whether on an annual or monthly
basis.

When an appraisal does exist, it takes a format that

is very much dependent on the evaluator himself: 84.2%
ofjournalists indicated that they did not see evaluation

forms and most employees (78.7%) indicated that evaluation
either does not exist or it is secretive (i.e known only to
their superiors).
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TABLE 5
STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE AS VIEWED BY JOURNALISTS

ITEM

Do you have an annual
performance appraisal
system in this press?
YES

50

41.7

NO

70

58.3

Total

120

YES

38

33.3

No

76

66.7

Total

114

100.0

19

15.8

NO

101

84.2

Total

120

100.0

100.0

Do you have a monthly
performance system in your
journalism organization?

Are there forms to
be filled out?
YES

Method of Evaluation:
Interview & form

4

3.3

Interview only
Forms only

19
3

15.6
2.5

Secret method
No method

50

41.0

46

37.7
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100.0

Total

The nature of the performance system is measured by two
items from the Journalists and Employees Questionnaire.

The

distribution of responses on these items is shown in Table 6,
1

. -

,

following;
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TABLE 6
NATURE OF APPRAISAL SYSTEM AS VIEWED BY EMPLOYEES

Appraisal system is:
Response

N

Very open and constructive
Reasonably open and constructive
Not very open and constructive
Not at all open and constructive

%

21
50

21.2
50.5
19

Total

19.2

9

9.1

99

100.0

Table 6 indicates that the current appraisal system,

when it takes place, is viewed by journalists and employees
as open and constructive (71.7%).

The remainder of

respondents (28.3%) did not think that the current appraisal
system was very open or constructive.

Research Question 2

What perceptions do superiors,

journalists, and employees have about the current performance
appraisal system?
Perceptions of superiors and employees of the current

performance appraisal system are summarized in Tables 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 13 (Employees), and 14, 15, 16, 17
(Superiors).

Employees' Perceptions

Journalists and employees of both press organizations

perceived their current appraisal system as being based on
standards and criteria that are unknown to them (63.6%) or

that are set by their superiors (22.4%) (Table 7).
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As practiced in their press organizations, the current
appraisal system is perceived by employees as being a random
process not aiming at any specific goal (42.7%), on the one
hand, and as a process aiming at improving the performance
and developing the potentials of journalists (41.1%), on the
other hand (see Table 8).

Excluding these two extremes,

journalists perceived their current appraisal system as a
process aiming at improving the quality of their messages to
the United Arab Emirates society (29.8%) or aiming at

controlling and disciplining them (25.8%) (also shown in
Table 8).

With respect to the format of the performance appraisal
system, most employees (56.7%, Table 9) indicated that it is
an annual evaluation of every journalist, while 43.3%
indicated that it is

only an annual evaluation of

journalists whose performance is at either end of the scale
\

(i.e. either poor or outstanding).

However, in

responding to another item, journalists indicated that the

current performance rating does not differentiate between the

poor and the outstanding journalists (Table 10) and that it
is consistently unfair (Table 11).

In fact, only 8.3% of

respondents indicated that the current performance rating is
consistently fair.

Moreover, most journalists believe that

the current appraisal system has had a negative effect, that
is to increase group conflict (42.1%) or it has not helped at
all (34.2%) (Table 12).
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If the current appraisal system is as indicated by most
journalists, then where do problems lie?

When asked to check

the potential sources of trouble of their appraisal system,
most employees (58.9%) attributed the problem to the lack of
communication between themselves and their superiors,

followed closely by personality clashes (41.1%), then by the
lack of training of evaluators (37.1%) (Table 13).
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TABLE
7
EMPLOYEES' PERCEPTIONS OF CURRENT APPRAISAL SYSTEM

ITEM

N

The current appraisal system in
my journalism is based on:
objective and acceptable
performance criteria and
standards

15

14.0

them

24

22.4

Criteria and standards that
are unknown to me

68

63.6

Criteria and standards set

by superiors and perceived to
be objective and acceptable by

Total

130

107

100.0

TABLE 8
EMPLOYEES' PERCEPTIONS OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AS PRACTICED

ITEM

N

Performance appraisal as
practiced in my press organization
is:

A process aimed at performance
improvement and journalist
development

51

41.1

A process aimed at assessing
journalists' training needs

22

17.7

A process aimed at making
decisions on layoffs of
journalists

23

18.5

A process aimed at controlling
and disciplining journalists

32

25.8

A process aimed at improving
quality and quantity of
journalism messages to the
UAE society

37

29.8

A process not aiming at any
kind of improvement in the
press performance

53

42.7

Note: N represents the number of respondents who checked the stated
items.
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TABLE 9
EMPLOYEES* PERCEPTION OF THE FORMAT OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

ITEM

N

%

38

56.7

29

43.3

67

100.0

Performance appraisal in my
organization of journalism
takes the form of:

An annual evaluation

of every journalist
An exclusive annual

evaluation report for

journalists whose performances
is either poor or outstanding

Note: 57 respondents did not answer.

TABLE 10
EMPLOYEES• PERCEPTION OF THE CURRENT JOURNALISTS RATINGS

ITEM

N

%

Journalist ratings made under the
current appraisal system:

Consistently differentiate between
high and low achievers

8

8.3

Sometimes differentiate between

high and low achievers

42

43.7

46

47.9

96

99.9

Does not differentiate between

high and low achievers
Total

Note: 28 subjects did not answer.
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TABLE

11

EMPLOYEES' PERCEPTION OF THE FAIRNESS OF THE CURRENT
APPRAISAL SYSTEM

ITEM

N

%

The journalists ratings under
the current appraisal system
are:

Consistently fair

27

8.3

Sometimes fair

48

43.7

Consistently unfair

46

47.9

121

99.9

Total

Note: 3 subjects did not answer

TABLE 12
EMPLOYEES• PERCEPTION OF THE RELEVANCE OF THE CURRENT
APPRAISAL SYSTEM TO WORK ENVIRONMENT

N

ITEM

The current appraisal system in
my journalism:
Helped enhance work-group
cohesiveness

27

23.7

Helped increase group
48

conflict

Did not help at all

39

34.2

0

0.0

114

100.0

I do not know if there is

a performance appraisal
system
Total

Note: 10 subjects did not answer.
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42.1

TABLE 13
EMPLOYEES' PERCEPTIONS OF THE PROBLEMS OF THE
CURRENT APPRAISAL SYSTEM

ITEM

N

The problem of the present
appraisal system is
attributed to:

Lack of communication

73

58.9

Lack of training of appraisers

46

37.1

Personality clashes

51

41.1

Failure to be constructive

45

36.3

Failure to follow appraisal
with action

39

31.5

Note: N represents the number of subjects who responded to the
stated item.
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Superiors' Performance

Most superiors perceived the current appraisal as a
random process; a process not aiming at any kind of
improvement of performance of journalists (50%, Table 15).
This perception agrees with that of employees (explained
earlier).

Only one third of superiors perceived the current

appraisal system as being a process aiming at performance

improvement and journalist development.

Moreover, most

superiors indicated that the current appraisal system aims at
controlling and disciplining journalists (Table 14).

Superiors agree with employees that the current appraisal
system takes the form of an annual evaluation of every

journalist (Table 16), and that the sources of trouble in the
current system can be attributed to lack of communication
(60%), lack of training (43.3%), personality clashes (40%),
and failure to follow up appraisals with action (40%) (Table
17).
Research Question 3

To what extent is the performance

appraisal system related to the reward system in bdth press
organizations?

The answer to this question is measured by the

responses to an item in the Employees Questionnaire which
asks journalists to indicate the extent to which the current

appraisal system has allowed their press organization to
reward them.

As indicated in Table 18, most employees said

that the current rating system has allowed their press
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organization to reward their contribution to a "moderate to
great" extent (53.9%).

Almost one third of respondents said

it did not reward them at all.

TABLE 14
SUPERIORS• PERCEPTIONS OF APPRAISAL SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

Perceived Major Objective

N

%

To control and discipline
journalists

10

33.3

To develop journalist skills^
abilities and knowledge

8

26.7

To determine pay increases
and promotion

2

6.7

Note:

Some respondents checked more than one item,
and some did not check any item at all.
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TABLE 15
SUPERIORS* PERCEPTIONS OF APPRAISAL SYSTEM PRACTICES

Response

N

%

Performance improvement and
journalist development

10

33.3

needs

4

13.3

Making decisions on journalist
layoffs

5

16.7

Controlling and disciplining
journalist

5

16.7

15

50.0

Assessing journalist training

Not aiming at any kind of
improvement in the press
performance

Note:

Some respondents checked more than one item^ and
many did not check any item at all.

TABLE 16
SUPERIORS*

PERCEPTIONS OF SELECTIVITY

OF APPRAISAL PROCESS

Form of Performance Appraisal

N

An annual evaluation of every
journalist

7

58.3

An exclusive evaluation report
for the journalist whose performance
is either poor or outstanding

5

41.7

Note:

18 respondents did not answer this item.
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TABLE 17
SUPERIORS' CRITICISMS OF THEIR APPRAISAL SYSTEM

Criticism

N

%

Lack of communication/
consultation on theiaims

and objectives of the scheme

18

60.0

Lack of training of
appraisers

13

43.3

Personality clashes

12

40.0

Failure to be constructive

15

50.0

Failure to follow up
appraisals with action

12

40.0

NOTE:

Some respondents checked more than one item.

TABLE 18
EMPLOYEES' OPINION

ON

THE FLEXIBILITY

OF THEIR APPRAISAL SYSTEM

ITEM

N

To what extent did your
last performance rating allow
your press to reward your
contribution to the

accomplishment of the
journalism's goals?
To a great extent

14

15.7

To a moderate extent

34

38.2

To a little extent

13

14.6

Not at all

28

31.5

89

100.0

Total

Note: 35 subjects did not answer this item.
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Research Question 4

Do most employees and their superior

support the concept of developing a new performance
appraisal system?

Employees and Superiors were asked to indicate whether
or not they supported the idea of either modifying the
current system or replacing it with a new system.

The vast

majority of both superiors and employees agreed that they
would support the idea of modifying and/or replacing the
current appraisal system (Tables 19 and 20).

Research Question 5

To what extent is the current

performahce'^appraisal system effective?
Table 21 summarizes superiors' opinion about the
effectiveness of the current appraisal system.

Based on

these opinions, about 64% of respondents believe that the

current system has little effectiveness as regards the
accurate assessment of individual performance, moderate

effectiveness as regards the potential of differentiating
between the various levels of performance and as regards the

recognition of individual contribution to the efficiency and

economy of civil service.

However, most superiors believe

that the current system is not effective when it comes to the

simplicity and fairness of administering this system.
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TABLE 19
EMPLOYEES' OPINION ON REPLACING THE CURRENT
APPRAISAL SYSTEM

ITEM

N

Do you agree with the idea of
replacing the current appraisal
system with a new one?
YES

NO

Total

103

89.6

12

10.4

115

100.0

104

90.4

11

9.6

Do you agree with the idea of
modifying the current appraisal
system?
YES

NO

Total

100.0

115

Note: 9 respondents did not answer these two items.

TABLE 20
SUPERIORS' OPINIONS OF NEED TO REPLACE OR MODIFY THE
CURRENT APPRAISAL SYSTEM

N

Replace
YES

NO

24

96.0

1

4.0

21

87.5

3

12.5

Modify
YES

NO
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TABLE 21
SUPERIORS' OPINIONS ABOUT POTENTIAL OF

APPRAISAL SYSTEM UNDER CURRENT REGULATIONS

Not at all

To a little

To a moderate

To a great

extent

extent

extent

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

4

8.2

14

63.6

2

9,1

2

9.1

4

18.2

5

22.7

11

50.0

2

9.1

5

22.7

7

31.8

9

40.9

1

4.5

administer

6

27.3

7

31.8

7

31.8

2

9.1

Can be fairly and
uniformly administered

8

36.4

6

27.3

6

27.3

2

9.1

Areas

Accurately reflecting
Individual's performance

Distinguishes between
various levels of

performance

Recognizes individual's
contributions to

efficiency and economy
of civil service

Is simple to

Hypothesis 1-5

Employees who participate in performance standards will
be more satisfied and have better relationship with their

superiors than will journalists and employees who did not

participate in the process.
Employees and journalists were asked to indicate
whether or not they participated with their superiors in

establishing what was expected of them on the job during
their last rating period.

Those same employees and

journalists were later asked to rate their level of
satisfaction with their superiors on a scale of 1 (very low)

to 5 (very high).
To test this hypothesis, a t-test procedure was used.

Employees were divided into two groups:
non-participants.

Participants and

The difference in mean responses of these

two groups on their satisfaction with their superior was
tested at the .05 level of significance.
test are presented in Table 22.

The results of this

Even though there was not

any statistically significant difference between the two
groups of employees (t-value= 1.791, df=114, p=.078),

participants' level of satisfaction with their superiors was,
nontheless, higher than that of non-participants.
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TABLE 22
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EMPLOYEES WITH RESPECT TO
SATISFACTION WITH SUPERIOR

GROUP

Participants

N

MEAN

S.E.

92

3.87

0.089

OF

114

Non-participants

24

Hypothesis 2

3.50

T-VALUE

PROB.

1.791

0.078

0.248

The current performance appraisal system is

not working as it "ought to be".
To test this hypothesis, a series of t-test procedures
were used.

Each t-test computed the significance of the

difference between superiors' perceptions of the performance
appraisal system as is now and their perceptions of the
system as it should be.

presented in Table 23.

The results of these tests are

Respondents were asked to rate six

roles of the appraisal system as they are perceived now
(current) and as they should be (Ideal).

Each role was to be

rated on a scale of 1 "little important" to 4 "very
important".

On every role, superiors ratings of the ideal roles

significantly differed from their ratings of the current

ratings.

The difference between the two sets of ratings was
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consistently positive in favor of the "Ideal" ratings.

In

other words, superiors indicated that the roles of the

performance appraisal system should significantly have more
importance placed on them than what it is now.

TABLE 23
SUPERIORS*

OPINIONS OF CURRENT AND IDEAL ROLES
OF PERFORMANCE APPRAISALS

(means)

Ideal

Current

Role of Performance

Appraisal

N

Mean

Assessment of performance
in current position

25

2.58

1.27

3.41

0.57

3.67**

Assessment of promotion
potential

24

2.21

1.06

3.15

0.91

3.61**

Improvement of journalism
message to the public

20

2.33

1.02

3.04

0.79

2.67*

Counseling journalist on
areas for performance
improvement

25

3.00

1.17

3.57

0.74

2.58*

Motivation of journalists

23

2.40

1.00

2.96

0.91

2.61*

Selection of journalists
for training or assignments

23

2.52

1.00

3.38

0.80

3.53**

SD

Mean

T-Value

SD

NOTE: Respondents were asked to rate the importance of the
role that performance appraisals now have (current) and the
importance of the role they should have (ideal) in each of the
processes listed, using a 4-point scale, with l=of little or no
importance, 2=somewhat importance, 3=important, and 4=very important.
*
**

Significant at .001 level
Significant at .05 levels
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Hypothesis 3

Most journalists and administrators in the

press will express their dissatisfaction with the current

appraisal system, since reward programs for outstanding
performance are inadequate.

Employees satisfaction with the current appraisal
system was measured by their responses to five items of their
questionnaire.

The distributions of responses on these items

are presented in Tables 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28.
Table 24 indicates that most employees expressed their
dissatisfaction with the current press practices of selecting

journalists for promotions (52.3%), awards (62.4%), and
discharge (63.1%).
Table 25 indicates that most employees (66.4%) were

satisfied with the amount of pay, while the majority of
employees expressed their dissatisfaction with the

opportunity for advancement on the job (51.3%) and with the
opportunity for rewards (66.1%).
Table 26 shows that most employees (77.3%) were

satisfied with their last performance rating.
Table 27 shows that employees rated their satisfaction
with the current appraisal system as being average to very
low.

Overall, Table 28 indicates that most employees were

somewhat to very dissatisfied with their press performance
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rating (78.6%).

TABLE 24
EMPLOYEES' SATISFACTION WITH CURRENT PRESS PRACTICES

SATISFIED
ITEM

DISSATISFIED

N

%

N

%

Promotions

51

47.7

56

52.3

Awards

41

37.6

68

62.4

Discharge

38

36.9

65

63.1

How satisfied right now are
you with your press's practices of
selecting journalists for each of
the following personnel actions?

Satisfied includes: very satisfied^ satisfied, and slightly
satisfied.

Dissatisfied includes: very dissatisfied, slightly dissatisfied,
and dissatisfied.
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TABLE 25
EMPLOYEES V SATISFACTION WITH CURRENT ASPECTS OF JOB
SATISFIED
ITEM

DISSATISFIED

N

%

N

%

Amount of pay

79

66.4

40

33.6

Opportunity for advancement

55

48.7

58

51.3

Opportunity for rewards

38

33.9

74

66.1

How satisfied are you right
now with each of the following
aspects of your job?

Satisfied includes: very satisfied^ satisfied, and slightly
satisfied.

Dissatisfied includes: very dissatisfied, slightly dissatisfied,
and dissatisfied.

TABLE 26
EMPLOYEES' SATISFACTION WITH LAST PERFORMANCE RATING

ITEM

Overall, how satisfied were
you with your last.^annual

performance rating?

Very to somewhat satisfied

25

22.7

Somewhat to very satisfied

85

77.3

Total

110

Note: 14 subjects did not answer.

I
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100.0

TABLE 27
EMPLOYEES' SATISFACTION WITH CURRENT APPRAISAL SYSTEM

ITEM

N

I rate my satisfaction with the
current appraisal system as:
Very high

5

4.4

High

32

28.3

Average

37

32.7

Low

13

11.5

Very low

26

23.0

113

99.9

Total

Note: 11 subjects did not answer.
TABLE 28
EMPLOYEES' SATISFACTION WITH THEIR PRESS PERFORMANCE RATING

N

ITEM

%

Overall^ how satisfied are you
with your press performance rating?
Very satisfied

0

0.0

Satisfied

10

8.5

Somewhat satisfied

15

12.8

Somewhat dissatisfied

30

25.6

Dissatisfied

43

36.8

Very dissatisfied

19

16.2

117

99.9

Total
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Hypothesis 4

Most of the communicators and general

employees will have negative attitudes towards the
current appraisal system.
A series of items included in the Journalists and

Employees Questionnaire measured their attitudes towards the
current appraisal system.

Table 29, for instance, indicates

that only 28% of employees thought that the current

performance system was very helpful in allowing them to know
what their promotion opportunities were.

Table 30 also shows

a negative attitude of employees towards the current

appraisal system since the number of employees who regarded
the current system as being aimed at controlling them was far
greater than the number of employees who thought otherwise.

In addition, more than half of the employees thought that the
current appraisal system either spoiled the relationship
between themselves and their superior or did not help at all

in developing any kind of mutual understanding between the
two parties (see Table 31).

Table 32 also shows a negative

attitude of employees towards the current rating system since
32.1% thought that the current system was either poor or
below average.

These negative attitudes are expressed

despite the fact that most employees thought that they had a

clear understanding of what was expected of them when their
superiors discussed their last performance rating with them
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(Tables 33 and 34).

TABLE 29
EMPLOYEES' OPINION ON THE HELPFULNESS OF THE PERFORMANCE RATING

ITEM

N

%

Very helpful

23

28.0

Moderately helpful

28

29.3

Slightly helpful

17

20.7

Not helpful

18

22.0

How helpful was your last
performance rating in allowing
you to know what your

promotion opportunities are?

Total 86

Note: 38 subjects did not answer this item.
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100.0

TABLE 30
EMPLOYEES' UNDERSTANDING OF THE OBJECTIVES OF THE
CURRENT APPRAISAL SYSTEM

ITEM

N

The major objective(s) of the
current appraisal system is/are:
To enable editorial management
to control and discipline
journalists

43

34.7

10

8.1

To enable editorial and

managerial management to
develop journalist, skills,
abilities, and knowledge to
improve their performance
To enable editorial and

managerial management to
determine pay increases
and promotions

1.6

Note: some subjects checked more than one item and many subjects
did not check any item at all.
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TABLE 31
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EMPLOYEES• PARTICIPATION AND
THEIR PERCEPTIONS OF RELATIONS WITH SUPERIOR

PARTICIPANTS

ITEM

N

NON-PARTICIPANTS

%

N

%

Effect of the current

appraisal system
Helped developed mutual
understanding between
superior and myself

36

43.4

Helped spoil relationship
between superior and
myself

4

4.8

Did not help at all

43

51.8

12

50.0

83

100.0

24

100.0

TOTAL

Chi-square (2,107) = 3.96

8

4

(Not significant at .05)

TABLE 32
EMPLOYEES' RATING OF THE CURRENT APPRAISAL SYSTEM

ITEM

N

%

Excellent

26

23.9

Good

19

17.4

Average

29

26.6

Below average

31

28.4

4

3.7

In my judgment, the current
appraisal system used in my
journalism iss

Poor
Total

99
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100.0

33.3

16.7

TABLE 33
SUPERIOR-EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATION ABOUT

LAST ANNUAL PERFORMANCE RATING

ITEM

N

Did your superior discuss
your last annual performance
rating with you?

YES

34

48.6

NO

36

51.4

Total

70

100.0

Note: 54 subjects did not answer this item.

TABLE 34
EMPLOYEES' UNDERSTANDING OF LAST PERFORMANCE RATING

ITEM

N

How clear an understanding did
your have about the kind of
editorial performance which was
expected of you during the
last rating period?

Very clear

57

46.3

Clear

52

42.3

Unclear

10

8.1

4

3.3

113

100.0

Very unclear
Total

Note: 11 subjects did not answer this item.
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Hypothesis 5

Editorial and Managerial employees will want to

change or modify the current appraisal system, but superiors

will favor modifying the current appraisal system instead of
changing it.
The results presented in Table 35, following, indicate

that this hypothesis could not be retained since the vast
majority of both employees and superiors want to modify
and/or change the current appraisal system.

TABLE 35
OPINIONS OF SUPERIORS AND EMPLOYEES ON
MODIFYING AND CHANGING THE CURRENT SYSTEM

EMPLOYEES
N

%

SUPERIORS
N

%

MODIFY

YES

NO

104

90.4

21

87.5

11

9.6

3

12.5

103

89.6

24

96.0

12

10.4

1

4.0

CHANGE

YES

NO
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Supplementary Data

Some results which could be of interest are presented
in Tables 36, 37, and 38.

Table 36 presents the feelings of superiors about the
current appraisal system.
Table 37 summarizes the opinions of superiors about the

usefulness of the specialized training in some areas.

Table 38 presents the opinions of superiors as regards
the desirable linkage between performance ratings and

necessary follow-up personnel actions.
The major findings presented in Table 36 are:
1. Most superiors agreed that their boss's appraisals
were helpful in guiding their career development.
2. About 40% of superiors agreed that the current

appraisal system did not help them in their efforts to

idevelop their subordinates to the fullest capabilities.
3. More superiors agreed that they had no access to

past appraisal records when the time came to make personnel
decisions.

4. Only 10% of superiors believe that top management

refers to performance appifaisal records when they make major
decisions.

The results of Table 37 indicate that special training

of superiors in preparing performance appraisals, using their
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own press rating forms, and counseling subordinates on their
performance was very helpful.

The results of Table 38 show that it would be very

desirable to base such personnel actions as salary increases,

promotions, terminations, awards, and training on the results
of performance appraisals.
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TABLE 36

SUPERIORS-

AGREEMENT WITH STATEMENTS ABOUT

CURRENT APPRAISAL SYSTEM

Strongly

Strongly

Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Disagree

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

2

8.3

13

54.2

2

8.3

5

20.8

2

8.3

3

13.0

6

26.1

6

26.1'

5

21.7

3

13.0

0

0.0

7

31.8

11

50.0

1

4.5

3

13.6

4

18.2

5

22.7

7

31.8

6

27.3

0

0.0

2

10.0

0

0.0

6

30.0

10

50.0

2

10.0

3

14.3

7

33.3

6

28.6

3

14.3

2

9.5

My boss- appraisals were
helpful in guiding my
career development

Current system is no
help in my efforts to
develop subordinates 
full capabilities

Current system leaves
me uncertain about
where I stand

current system helps me
to communicate to

subordinates exactly
where I stand

When top management

makes major decisions,
they use performance

appraisal records

In making personnel
decisions, I had no
access to p<ast

appraisal records
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TABLE 37

SUPERIORS' OPINIONS ABOUT USEFULNESS OF
SPECIALIZED TRAINING IN CERTAIN AREAS

Yes, and it was

Yes, but it was

very helpful

not

helpful

Area of

Special Training

i1I 01II 1I1IiI

N

%

N

%

N

20

87.0

0

0.0

3

13.0

16

76.2

1

4.8

4

19.0

14

70.0

1

5.0

5

25.0

Preparing journalist
performance appraisals
or evaluations

Using your press'
rating form

Counseling Subordinate
journalists on their
performance

TABLE 38
SUPERIORS' OPINIONS ABOUT DESIRABLE LINKAGES BETWEEN
PERFORMANCE RATINGS AND PERSONNEL ACTIONS

YES

Personnel Actions

Salary quality
performance increase

N

NO

N

%

15

68.2

7

31.8

Promotions

18

81.8

4

18.2

Dismissals

15

71.4

6

28.6

Incentive awards

15

78.9

4

21.1

Selection for training

11

68.8

5

31.3
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Summary of Findings

The above findings can be suminarized as follows:
1. Overall, the data indicates that performance

appraisal in the Al-Ittihad and the Al-Bayan Organizations is
very much dependent on the evaluator himself.

As indicated

by employees of both institutions of journalism, the
evaluation of performance is conducted at random.

It is

important to note here that when an evaluation takes place,
it is viewed by respondents as being very open and
constructive (Tables 5 and 6).

2.

Journalists and employees of both press

organizations perceived their current appraisal system as
i

being based on criteria and standards that are not known to
them or that are pre-determined by their superiors (Table 7).
As for the aims of the current appraisal system, most

journalists indicated that those aims include the improvement
of the quality of their messages to the society and
controlling and disciplining journalists themselves (Table
8).

3. Most journalists indicated that the current

appraisal system does not differentiate between poor and
outstanding performances.

In addition, this system has been

consistently unfair and has had a negative effect, that is to
increase group conflict (Table 10).
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4. The most commonly identified (by journalists)
sources of problems of the current appraisal system are; the
lack of communication between journalists and superiors,

personality clashes, and the lack of training of evaluators
(Table 13).

5. Superiors agreed with subordinates that the current

appraisal system is a random process not aiming at any
improvements (Table 15).

16.7% of superiors perceived the

current system as aiming at controlling journalists.

Superiors also identified the major sources of troubles in
the current system.

These sources include the lack of

communication with subordinates, personality conflicts,

training and failure to follow-up appraisals with action
(Table 17).

6. The current appraisal system was perceived by
employees as being moderately to strongly related to the

reward systems in effect at both press organizations.

This

means that rewards are based on results of performance

appraisals to a great extent.

However, there is a

possibility that other factors (not related to performance)
could lead to rewarding some of the journalists at any given
time (Table 18).

7. When asked if they would support the development of

a new appraisal system, or the modification of the current
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system, most journalists and superiors said they would like
to see a new system replace the current one (Tables 19, 20).

8. No statistically significant differences were found
between the level of satisfaction of journalists who

participated with their superiors in setting performance
standards and criteria and the level of satisfaction of those

who did not participate.

Even though the difference was not

statistically significant, it was found that journalists who
participated in setting their performance standards were more
satisfied and had better relationship with their superiors
than those who did not or could not participate (Table 22).

9. The current appraisal system is not functioning as

it could.

This was supported by the perceptions of superiors

of the current functions of the system as opposed to the

ideal functions of such a system.

Statistically significant

differences were found between perceptions of current

functions and perceptions of ideal functions.

On every role of the appraisal system, superiors
thought the current system is performing far below the level
it should be performing at (Table 23).
10.

Journalists and administrators indicated that they

were dissatisfied with the current appraisal system as

regards the selection of journalists for promotion, awards,
discharge, advancement on the job and rewards (Tables 24,
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25).

11.

Journalists expressed their satisfaction with the

current appraisal system as regards pay (Table 25).
12.

Most journalists had negative attitudes towards

the current appraisal system.

Journalists thought that the

current system aimed at controlling them, that it did not

help develop any type of mutual understanding with their
superiors (Table 29 to 34).
13.

Performance appraisal records are rarely used when

top management makes major decisions (Table 36).
14.

The majority of superiors favored relating the

performance appraisal system to such personnel actions and

decisions as salary review, promotions, dismissals, awards,
and selection for training (Table 38).
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CHAPTER SIX

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was two-fold: 1) to evaluate
the performance appraisal system of the press organizations
of the United Arab Emirates and 2) to suggest possible
alternatives to the existing system.

Methodoloav

This study took place in the Fall of 1991, at the AlIttihad and Al-Bayan Press Organizations in the United Arab
Emirates.

The population of the study consisted of all

superiors, journalists, and employees of the above mentioned
two organizations.

The selection of Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan

was made because these two press organizations were

considered fairly representative of all press organizations
in the U.A.E.

The total number of participants in this study

was 200; distributed as follows: 120 employees, 40

journalists and 40 superiors.

However, only 146 of the

participants completed and returned the questionnaires and,
thus, the valid number of cases for this study was 146.

Two

questionnaires were used to collect the data of the study;
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one for Superiors and one for Journalists and Employees.

In

addition, the researcher conducted formal interviews with the
General Manager of Al-Ittihad and with the Chief Editor of

Al-Bayan.

Additional data sources such as books and journals

were also used in the data gathering process.

The collected

data was statistically analyzed to provide answers to the
following research questions and hypotheses.

Research Questions and Hvpotheses
Research Questions

This study attempted to answer the following questions;
1. What are the standards of performance and the

nature of the performance appraisal system at the

Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan Press Organizations?
2. What perceptions do superiors, journalist, and
employees have about the current performance

appraisal system?
3. To what extent is the performance appraisal system
related to the rewards system in both Press

Organizations?

4. Do most employees and their superiors support the

concept of developing a new performance appraisal
system?

5. To what extent is the current performance
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appraisal system effective?
Research Hypotheses

The following research hypotheses were tested:
1. Employees who participate in setting performance
standards will be more satisfied and have better

relationships with their superiors than will
journalists and employees who do not participate
in the process.
2. The current performance appraisal system is

significantly different from the ideal performance
appraisal system.
3. Most journalists and administrators will express

their dissatisfaction with the current appraisal
system, since reward programs for outstanding
performance are inadequate.

4. Most journalists and employees will have negative
attitudes towards the current appraisal system.

5. Editorial and Managerial employees will want to

change or modify the current appraisal system, but
superiors will favor modifying the current

appraisal system instead of changing it.
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Summary of Findings

The above findings can be summarized as follows;
1. Performance appraisal in Al-Ittihad and Al-Bayan
newspapers is very much dependent on the evaluator himself.
As indicated by employees of both institutions of journalism,
the evaluation of performance is conducted at random.

It is

important to note here that when an evaluation takes place,
it is viewed by respondents as being very open and
constructive.

2.

Journalists and employees of both press

organizations perceived their current appraisal system as
being based on criteria and standards that are not known to

them or that are pre-determined by their superiors.

As for

the aims of the current appraisal system, most journalists
indicated that those aims include the improvement of the

quality of their messages to the society and controlling and
disciplining journalists themselves.
3. Most journalists complained that the current

appraisal system does not differentiate between poor and
outstanding performances.

In addition, this system has been

consistently unfair and has had a negative effect, that is to
increase group conflict.

4. The most commonly identified (by journalists)

sources of problems of the current appraisal system are: the
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lack of coiranunication between journalists and superiors,
personality clashes, and the lack of training of evaluators.
5. Superiors agreed with subordinates that the

current appraisal system is a random process not aiming at
any specific goals.

Even superiors perceived the current

system as aiming at controlling journalists.

Superiors also

identified the major sources of troubles in the current

system.

These sources include the lack of communication with

subordinates, personality conflicts, training and failure to
follow-up appraisals with action.
6. The current appraisal system was perceived by
employees as being moderately to strongly related to the

reward systems in effect at both press organizations.

This

means that rewards are based on results of performance

appraisals to a great extent.

However, there is a

)

possibility that other factors (not related to performance)

could lead to rewarding some of the jojirnalists at any given
time.

7. When asked if they would support the development

of a new appraisal system, or the modification of the current

system, most journalists and superiors said they would like
to see a new system replace the current one.

8. No statistically significant differences were
found between the level of satisfaction of journalists who
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participated with their superiors in setting performance
standards and criteria and the level of satisfaction of those

who did not participate.

Even though the difference was not

statistically significant, it was found that journalists who

participated in setting their performance standards were more
satisfied and had better relationship with their superiors

than those who did not or could not participate.

y

9. The current appraisal system is not functioning as

it should.

This was supported by the perceptions of

superiors of the current functions of the system as opposed
to the ideal functions of such a system.

Statistically

significant differences were found between perceptions of
current functions and perceptions of ideal functions.

On

every role of the appraisal system, superiors thought the
'current system is performing far below the level it should be
performing at.
10. Journalists and administrators indicated that

they were dissatisfied with the current appraisal system as
regards the selection of journalists for promotion, awards,
discharge, advancement on the job and rewards.

11. Journalists expressed their satisfaction with the
current appraisal system as regards pay.

12. Most journalists had negative attitudes towards
the current appraisal system.

Journalists thought that the
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current system aimed at controlling them, that it did not

help develop any type of mutual understanding with their
superiors.

13. Performance appraisal records are rarely used
when top management makes major decisions (Table 32).

14. The majority of superiors favored relating the
performance appraisal system to such personnel actions and
decisions as salary review, promotions, dismissals, awards,

and selection for training.

Conclusions

Journalism in the United Arab Emirates has a real

potential to become one of the best types of journalism in
the Arab World.

Press organizations of the U.A.E. do not

lack any of the necessary elements to make it to the top.

The availability of modern technology coupled with the
existence of well-qualified editors, reporters and

journalists should help press organizations to become
superior and to, eventually, become very well heard both

regionally and nationally.

But, why has not journalism in

the U.A.E. been effective and heard? And why have citizens of

the Emirates been complaining about the messages they have

been getting from newspapers and magazines?

These questions

are too broad to be answered by the limited scope of the
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present study.

Nevertheless, an attempt to provide partial

answers will be made.

As a reminder, the present study attempted to shed some

light on the performance appraisal system currently being
utilized by press organizations in the U.A.E.

The findings

of the study; based on data collected from professionals at

two major press organizations, suggest the existence of a
great deal of dissatisfaction among those professionals with
regards to performance appraisal.

In fact, the majority of

participants in this study thought that the current
performance appraisal system had to be either modified or
changed.

These findings also suggest that the real issue is

not the lack of advanced technology and qualified
professionals but rather the lack of an effective means to

keep those qualified professionals satisfied and, thus,
productive.

There is no doubt that personnel of press organizations
in the U.A.E. are loyal, honest, and devoted to their jobs.
They also possess a great deal of love for their homeland and

its citizens.

Yet, observers of the printed messages of

newspapers and magazines of the U.A.E. cannot help it but
wonder about the poor coverage of local political, economic
and social issues at the same time that international news
\

"

and events receive an excellent coverage.
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It is believed

that the focus of the press should be on people and their

issues and their problems.

To elaborate, citizens of the

U.A.E. have been wondering why the temporary constitution

adopted in 1971 has not been replaced, yet.

A modern state

needs a permanent constitution to be able to fully function
without any potential problems.

One might think that this

important issue should have received at least an adequate
coverage by the local media.

Unfortunately, it has not.

The

researcher believes that two major factors could explain the
reluctance of local papers to address that and other

important issues.

The first is the shortage of citizens

(i.e., natives of the U.A.E.) at top positions of major press
organizations.

These top positions include those of editors,

reporters and writers.

The second is the lack of an

effective and fair means of evaluating the performance of
staff members of press organizations.

These two factors were

supported by the findings of this study.

However, the

findings of the study could not explain why the lack of an
effective and fair appraisal system would affect the work of

those well qualified professionals.

As a citizen of the

U.A.E. and as a professional who worked at a major press

organization, the researcher believes that most qualified
reporters and editors who are not citizens of the U.A.E. are
reluctant to address sensitive local issues because they fear
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that they could be easily terminated from their jobs and
deported to their native countries; no questions asked.

As a

result, those (non-citizens) professionals focus on either
international events or on unimportant local issues.

Moreover, the lack of an effective and fair appraisal system

has often led to internal conflicts within each press
organization.

Those conflicts arise because promotions and

merit pay increases are often the result of good
relationships with superiors and not the result of good work

performance and the motivation process is very much random;
as Mr. Khalid Ahmed indicated in Chapter 3.

This being the

case, qualified personnel who pride themselves in doing a

great job would turn hostile toward their superiors and the
organization they work for and, consequently, they would
become much less productive.

What is more important is that

those professional employees would shy away from important

issues and their attitude would become that of indiffej^ence.
The effects of the lack of a fair and effective

appraisal system on outcomes could be devastating.

To

improve productivity and motivate employees, press

organizations ought to change the current, inadequate and

backward appraisal system.

The current system is inadequate

because it lacks the existence of well-defined performance

standards.

It is backward because it is a duplicate copy of
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a system that was developed for use by the public sector and
such a system is no longer valid; to say the least.

Under

the current appraisal system, employees are not allowed to

set performance criteria and superiors set performance
standards for their subordinates at their own will.

The

findings of this study provide a considerable support for
what I have just mentioned.
The review of relevant literature (presented in Chapter

Four) indicates that properly designed and used performance

appraisal systems can play many important roles in the growth
and development of organizations.

Among those roles are the

development of employees potentials, a fair distribution of
rewards and promotions, an increased productivity and an
effective selection of qualified employees for special

training programs.

The need for such appraisal systems in

the press organizations of the United Arab Emirates is very
much evident.

Suggestions
Based on the findings of this study, the above
conclusions and on the reviewed studies, the researcher

believes that press organizations in the United Arab Emirates
should take the necessary steps to develop and utilize a new

performance appraisal system.

It is, therefore, suggested

that the following be adopted:
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1.

Consult with press organizations in the region,
Europe and the United States of America for the

purpose of exchanging information on currently

used performance appraisal systems (e»g., Los

Angeles Times. See page
2.

# 233).

Form a panel of experts from the mass media for

the purpose of defining all needed ingredients for
a successful implementation of a new appraisal
system.

3.

Members of the panel (formed in 2) should

coordinate their efforts to come up with a single
master form that lists all common elements.

This

master form should, then, be sent to all concerned

directors and managers for the purpose of
obtaining some feedback.
4.

Directors and managers should ask their staff

members to participate in the preliminary
discussions about the master form.

Comments and

feedback should be sent back to the panel for
further review.

5.

The panel of experts should review all comments

and try to make the final master compatible with
performance appraisal theories, laws and
regulations of the United Arab Emirates, culture,
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ethics and ethnic views.

Press organizations in the United Arab Emirates should

undertake the necessary steps to ensure a successful design

and implementation of a performance appraisal system that
will result in improved performance and that will foster

staff development.

Brown^^^ indicates that the appraisal

process is highly interactive.

Before undertaking major

design or redesign efforts, top management should take some
necessary actions such as recurring events (see Page 176).

Top managers should also read about performance appraisal

systems, ensure that there is an organizational commitment to
the design efforts, ensure the support of administrators and

staff members, and they should be willing to spend the
necessary time to convince all interested parties of the
values and importance of designing a good performance

appraisal system.

According to Brown, recurring events in

designing a performance appraisal system are:^^^
1. Assigning a design team.

The starting point is to

have a team or committee to work with Editors-in-Chief on the

development process.

Appraisal systems depend for their

success on the full cooperation and understanding of managers

R. D. Brown.

Performance Appraisal as a Tool for Staff

Development. (Jossey-Bass Publishers, Inc., San Francisco,
), 11-12.
Ibid., 12-23.
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and staff at all levels.

The design team should include four

groups of people: external consultants (performance appraisal

experts), internal specialists (staff members who have had
previous experience in the field of appraisal), middle
Figure 2

Recurring Events in Designing
a Performance Appraisal System
Decision to Design
or Redesign System

1

\

Select a Design Team

Obtain Staff Support

\

i

Design Team Sets Goals

Obtain Top Management Support

J'

\
Tie Organizational

Design Evaluation
Goals

Strategies and Tools

to Staff Evaluation

\

y
Set Job Standards

Match Evaluation System
to Organizational Climate

\

Write Job

Descriptions

Specify Purpose of
Evaluation System

Conduct Job Analyses

Source; R. D. Brown. Performace Appraisal As a Tool For

Staff Development. 1988. Page 12.
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managers and other staff members.

2. Setting goals.

An early task for the design team is

to determine the specific goals and boundaries of their
tasks.

3. Linking the organizational mission to the
appraisal

system.

The organization should have a well-defined mission
statements that can be translated into policy statements,

major objectives and sub-goals.

Performance appraisal can be

the primary link between the organizational mission and what

staff members do which, in turn, is influenced by what is
expected of staff members and by the basis on which they are
appraised.
4. Matching the appraisal system to the
organizational

climate.

Several dimensions of the organizational climate must
be considered when designing a performance appraisal system.
Successful systems usually require planned behavior and
concentrated activity.
5. Specifying the purpose.

The primary uses of

performance appraisal are for promoting staff development and
making decisions about salaries and rewards.

Setting the

purpose(s) of the appraisal system is an important task

during the design phase because each purpose has an impact on
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the kind of information that is collected and on the way in
which the appraisal is conducted.

6. Conducting a job analysis.

The job analysis process

and the resulting job description affect other performance
appraisal functions such as selection criteria, determining
training needs and making job classifications for career

ladders.

Job analysis is the systematic collection of job-

related information for a position and includes three steps;
a.

Breaking the job down into its major tasks and
subtasks.

b.

Rating each task as to its relative
importance.

c.

Collecting critical incidents that typify
poor, adequate and exceptional performance.

7. Writing a job description.

Most job descriptions in

the press organizations of the U.A.E. are too vague.

A good

job description should be reliable and specific enough to

provide directions for staff behaviors.

A job description

can either focus on what an employee does or on what it is
expected of an employee.

Combining what an employee does

with expected outcomes constitutes the best strategy for a
job description.
8. Setting standards.

Standards should focus on job

behavior and job expectations; rather than on personal
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characteristics.

These standards should be communicated to

and agreed on by the staff.

They also must be achievable,

understandable, specific, measurable and flexible.

9. Obtaining top-level support.

Appraisal systems

should have the support of top management.

Lack of support

is one of the most frequently cited reasons for failure of
appraisal systems.
10. Obtaining staff support.

Staff involvement has

been mentioned in each phase of the design process and it

must continue through the implementation phase.

Some key characteristics of good performance appraisal
systems are:

1.

Editorial and managerial employees and management

team coordinate the development of the system and monitor its
effectiveness.

2.

A behavioral job description derived from an

adequate job analysis serves as the basis for setting goals
with each staff member.
J

3.

Job standards provide guidelines for determining

adequacy of performance.

4.

Top management, middle management and staff must

support the system.

5.

Appraisal tools and procedure, are accurate,

reliable and credible.
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6.

The appraisal process focuses on behaviors rather

than on personality traits or attitudes.'

7.

Training programs exist both for staff involved in

conducting the appraisal and for those being appraised.
8.

Management and staff engage in an ongoing process

of setting goals and providing feedback rather than depending
only on end-of-the-year review sessions.
9.

The interview process focuses on problem solving

and staff development.

10.

Performance appraisal is an educational and

developmental process.

Recommendations

Based on the the above findings, conclusions and
reviewed literature, it is recommended that:

1. all managerial and editorial journalists be
evaluated semi-annually using a well-defined and a welldesigned performance appraisal system.
2. information obtained from the semi-annual

evaluations be used as the basis for personnel decisions

regarding promotions, demotions, and salary increases.

3. the performance appraisal be open in that each

journalist or employee of the organization must be able to
have access to the results of the evaluation before any
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decisions are made.

4. editorial managers, supervisors and directors meet

with each journalist or employee on a regular basis to
discuss current standings and future requirements.
5. standards of performance be established by the top

level managers with the active participation of their
subordinates.

These standards must be clear, concise,

attainable and measurable.

6. superiors be given adequate training so that they
become skillful in performing the evaluation of their
subordinates and in making full use of the results of such
evaluation.

Training programs should be set so that

superiors would use objectives as measurement tools rather
than the current practices of using subjective judgment and
placing personal relations before and above the law.

7. job grades be set the same for citizens and noncitizens of the United Arab Emirates.

Same job grades for

citizens will encourage those qualified to seek more

employment at the various press organizations of the country.
8. rewards and motivations be based more on

performance and productivity rather than on favoritism.
9. all press organizations establish panels of

experts to analyze each of their jobs and to set performance
standards for these jobs so that performance can be judged
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against those standards.

'

10. results of performance appraisals be used to

filter out those employees or journalists whose performance
has suffered to the extent that these individuals are doing
more harm than good to the organization.

Such process should

help the press organizations to acquire more qualified
personnel and, ultimately, to convey a much improved message
to the society.
11. results of performance appraisals be made
accessible to all those who may need to review them.

12. a system of performance appraisal be designed
using the steps and procedures described in Chapter IV

(Review of Literature).
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SUPERIOR QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR EVALUATING PERFORMANCE
'

APPRAISAL SYSTEM IN THE U.A.E.

JOURNALISM - AL-ITTIHAD AND AL-BAYAN JOURNALISM
AS A CASE STUDY

1.

How long have you worked for this Journalism

Organization?

2.

A.

less than six months.

B.

six months to five years.

C.

six years or more.

What is your occupational classification?
A.

General Director/Editorial President

B.

Editor-in-Chief

C.

Editorial Management

D.

, Assistant Managing Editor

E.

Editorial Advisor

F.

Advisor of Art Director

G.

Advisor of Picture Editor

H.

Director of Managerial Department or
Advisor of Division

I.

Director of the Administration

J.

Manager of Office or Department
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1. (Continued)
K.

Others (please specify)

3.

Indicate the Department of the Press that you work for?

4.

Please indicate the job grade that you have
(such as 3/3 - 4/2):

In responding to the following statements (5-7), please check

as much as applicable to the practice of appraisal in your
organization.

5.

Did you have an annual performance appraisal/system in
this press?
A.

Yes

B.

No
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6.

Do you have a monthly performance appraisal system in
this organization?

7.

A.

Yes

B.

No

What kind of appraisal system do you have?
A.

General form for interviewing

B.

Secret form that we fill up by own manner

C.

We have our own methods for evaluating

the performance of journalists.
8.

Performance appraisal as practiced in my organization of

the press is:
A.

A process aimed at performance

improvement and journalist development
B.

A process aimed at assessing journalist
training needs.

C.

A process aimed at making decision on
journalist layoffs.

D.

A process aimed at controlling and

disciplinary actions of journalist.

E.__

A process aimed at improving quality and

quantity of the editorial message that is
directed to the society.

F.

A process which did not aim at any kind
of improvement in the press performance
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8. (Continued)

G._

9.

Others (specify)

The major objective(s) of the current appraisal system
is(are);

A.

To enable editorial management to control
and discipline journalist

B.

To enable editorial management to develop
journalist skills, abilities, and
knowledge to improve their performance

C.

To enable editorial management to

determine pay increase and promotions
D.

Others (specify)
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10.

Performance appraisal in my journalism take the form of:

A._^

An annual evaluation of every journalist

B.

An exclusive annual evaluation report for
those journalists whose performance is
either poor or outstanding.

11.

Performance evaluation can play many roles in the

journalism world today.

Indicate the importance you feel

performance evaluations now have in each of the following
processes:

Little or no
importance

A. Assessment of

performance in
current position.

B. Assessment of

promotion poten
tial.

C. Improvement of
journalism mes
sage for the
public.

D. Counseling
journalist on
areas for per
formance

improvement.
E. Motivation of

journalists.
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Somewhat
important

Impor-

Very im

tant

portant

11. (continued):

Little or no
importance

Somewhat
important

Important

Very im
portant

F. Selecting of
journalists for
training or
assignments.
G. Others (Please

specify
12.

Performance evaluations can play many important roles in
the journalism world.

Indicate the importance you feel

performance evaluations should have in each of the
following processes:
Little or no
importance
A. Assessment of

performance in
current position.
B. Assessment of

promotion poten
tial.
C. Improvement of
journalism mes
sage for the
public.

D. Counseling
journalist on
areas for per
formance

improvement.

E. Motivation of

journalists.
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Somewhat
important

Impor- Very im
tant

portant

12. (continued):
Little or no
importance

Somewhat
important

Impor- Very im
tant

portant

F. Selecting of
journalists for
training or
assignments.

G. Others (Please

specify

Respond to the following six statements (13-18) by indicating
the extent to which you agree (or disagree) that the

statement accurately describes performance appraisal in your
journalism.

Some statements refer to your experiences in

appraising your subordinates performance; others refer to
your experiences in being appraised yourself.

Try to reflect

as accurately as you can the current conditions in your
journalism organization based on your experiences:

13.

SA

Strongly Agree

A

Agree

?

Neither Agree or Disagree

D

Disagree

SD

Strongly Disagree

I have found my boss's
appraisals to be very
helpful in guiding my
own career development

SA

progress.
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A

D

SD

14.

The appraisal system we

SA

A

?

D

SD

SA

A

?

D

SD

have here is of no use to

me in my efforts toward
developing my subordi
nates to the fullest

extent of their capa
bilities.

15.

Our performance appraisal
system leaves me even more
uncertain about where I

stand after my appraisal
than before.

16.

The appraisal system we
use is very useful in
helping me to communicate
clearly to my subordinates
exactly where I stand.

SA

A

?

D

SD

17.

When higher levels of
management around here are
making major decisions
about management positions,
they have access to and
make use of performance
appraisal records.

SA

A

?

D

SD

18.

In making pay, promotion,
transfer, and other admin
istrative personnel
decisions, I am not able
to obtain past performance

SA

A

?

D

SD

appraisal records that
could help me to make good
decisions.

19.

Do you agree with the idea of adjusting the current
appraisal system?
A.

Yes

B.

No
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20.

Do you agree with the idea of replacing the current

appraisal system with a new one in your press?

21.

A.

Yes

B.

No

Have you ever received specialized training from your

journalism in any of the following areas? (for each area
listed under A through C.) (Circle your choice)

Yes, and it

Yes, but it was

was helpful

not helpful

Areas;

A.

Preparing
journalist
performance
appraisals or
evaluations

B.

C.

Using your
journalism
rating form

Counseling
subordinate

journalist
on their

performance
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Nothing

22.

If your present system is critical, would you attribute
the problems to; (Please check as many as applicable)

A.

Lack of communication/consultation on the

aims and objectives of the scheme.

B.

Lack of training of appraisers.

C.

Personality clashes.

D.

Failure to be constructive.

E.

Failure to follow up appraisal with action.

F.

Others (Please specify)

23.
To what extent do you feel the law of your organization
press and its regulations allow you to establish a
performance evaluation system which. . .

To a Great
Extent
1

To a moderate
Extent
2

To a little
Extent
3

Not at
all
4

A.

Accurately reflects individual's performance.

B.

Distinguishes between various levels of
performance.

C.

Recognizes the individual's contributions to the
efficiency of the media messages.

D.

Poorly keeps the journal advised of his
performance.

E.

is simple to administer.

F.

Can be fairly and uniformly administered.
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24.

Do you favor a requirement, mandated by the Board of

Directors/Top Management of your organization of
journalism, to link formally performance ratings with
the following personnel actions?

Why or Why Not?

(indicate under G.)
Yes

A.

Salary quality performance increase

B.

Promotions

C.

Dismissals

D.

Incentives

E.

Selection for training

F.

Others (Please specify)

G.

'

Reason(s)
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No

25.

Do you have any suggestions/recommendations to improve
the current appraisal system practice in your
journalism organization?
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JOURNALISTS AND EMPLOYEES QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EVALUATING PERFORMANCE
APPRAISAL SYSTEM IN THE U.A.E.
JOURNALISM - AL-ITTIHAD AND AL-BAIAN JOURNALISM
AS A CASE STUDY

1. How long have you worked for this Journalism organization?
A.

less than six months.

B.

six months to five years.

C.

six years or more.

/

2.

In which press or department do you work?

A.

B.

3.

in editorial sector. Dept. of

'

,

in managerial sector. Div. of

What is your occupational classification?

A.__

Journalist

)

B.

On other work that served the editorial

performance.

4.

Please indicate the job grade that you have: (such as

3/3 - 4/2):
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5.

Did you participate with your ilnmediate superior in
establishing what would be expected of you on the job
during the last rating period?

A.

Yes

B.

No

6.

Do you have an annual performance appraisal system in

this press?
A.

Yes

B.

No

7.

Did your superior discuss your last annual performance
rating with you?

A.
B.

8.

Yes
_____ No

Do you have a monthly performance system in your
journalism organization?

A.
B.

9.

Yes
.

No

If your answer is "Yes" to No. 8, did your superior
discuss your last monthly performance rating with you?

A.

Yes

B.

No
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10.

Is there certain forms you should fill out about your

performance whether it be monthly or annually?
A.

Yes

B.

No

11.

^

Regardless of whether or not you participated in
establishing what was expected of you as a journalist,

were you made aware of the job requirements or
performance standards on which you were going to be
rated?

A.

At the start or before the start of rating
period.

B.

After the rating period had started.

C.

After the rating period had ended.

D.

I was never made aware of what the criteria
were.

12.

How clear an understanding did you have about the kind
of editorial performance which was expedted of you

during the last rating period?
A.

Very clear

B.

Clear

C.

Unclear

D.

Very unclear
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13.

Did you know how your performance is evaluated?

By

which of these methods?

A.

Interviewing me and filling out a form.

B.

Interviewing only.

C.

Filling out forms only.

D.

Editorial management has own secret method.

E.

' -

There is no performance appraisal system in
this journalism organization.

14.

When your appraisal takes place, would you say that it
is:

A.

Very open and constructive

B.

Reasonably open and constructive

C.

Not very open and constructive

D.

Not at all open and constructive

15.

Performance evaluations can play many roles in the
world of the press.

Indicate the importance you feel

performance evaluations now have in each of the
following processes;
Little or no
importance
A.

Assessment of

performance in
current position.
B.

Assessment of

proitiotion potential.
15. (Continued)
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Somewhat
important

Important

Very Im
portant

Little or no
importance
C.

Somewhat
important

Important

Very Im
portant

Improvement of

journalism mes
sage for the
public,
D.

Motivation of

journalists.
E.
Selecting of
journalists for
training or
assignments.
F.

Counseling jour

nalists on areas

for performance
improvement.
G.
Others (Please
specify

16.

Performance evaluations can play many important roles in the

journalism world.

Indicate the importance you feel performance

evaluations should have in each of the following processes:

Little or no
importance
A.

Assessment of

performance in
current position.
B.

Assessment of

promotion potential.
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Somewhat
important

Important

Very Im
portant

16. (Continued)
Little or no
importance

Somewhat
important

Important

Very Im
portant

c.
Improvement of
journalism mes
sage for the
public.
D.

Motivation of

journalists.
E.
Selecting of
journalists for
training or
assignments.
F.

Counseling jour

nalists on areas

for performance
improvement.
G.
others (Please
specify

(In responding to the following statements (17-20),

please check as many as applicable to the practice of
appraisals in your journalism department.)
17.

Performance appraisal as practice in my press
qrganization is:

A.

A process aimed at performance improvement
and journalist development.
■ I,

B.

A process aimed at assessing journalists'
training needs.

C.

A process aimed at making decisions on
layoffs of journalists.
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17. (Continued)
D.

A process aimed at controlling and
disciplining journalists.

E.

A process aimed at improving quality and

quantity of journalism message to the UAE society.
F.

A process did not aim at any kind of
improvement in the press performance.

G.

18.

Others (please specify)

The major objective(s) of the current appraisal system
is/are;

A.

To enable editorial management to control and
discipline journalists.

B.

To enable editorial and managerial management
to develop journalist skills, abilities, and knowledge
to improve their performance.

C.

To enable editorial and managerial management

to determine pay increases and promotions.
D.

Others (please specify).
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19.

Performance appraisal in my organization of journalism
take the form of;

A.

An annual evaluation on every journalist.

B.

An exclusive annual evaluation report for
whose performance is either poor or outstanding.

20.

The current appraisal system in my journalism is based
on:

A.

Objective and acceptable performance criteria
and standards.

B.

-

Criteria and standards set by superiors and

perceived to be objective and acceptable by them.
C.

21.

Criteria and standards are unknown to me.

How helpful was your last performance rating in
allowing you to know what your promotion opportunities
are? (Circle your choice);

Very

Moderately

Helpful

Helpful

1

22.

Slightly
Helpful

2

Not
Helpful

3

4

To what extent did your last performance rating allow

your press to reward your contribution to the
accomplishment of the journalism's goals?

(Circle your

choice)
To a Great
Extent

To a moderate
Extent
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To a little
Extent

Not at
all

23.

How satisfied right now are you with your press's

practices of selecting journalists for each of the following
personnel actions?

(For each personnel action listed, circle

your choice)
6= very satisfied
5= satisfied

4=slightly satisfied
3=slightly dissatisfied
2=dissatisfied

l=very dissatisfied

A.

Promotions

B.

Incentive awards for

1

superior performance

2

3

4

5

6

12

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

C.

Discharge

1

24.

How satisfied are you right now with each of the
following aspects of your job?
best fits your feeling)

6= very satisfied
5= satisfied

4=slightly satisfied
3=slightly dissatisfied
2=dissatisfied

l=very dissatisfied
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(Circle the number that

Job Aspect

A.

The amount of pay you
receive.

B.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

The opportunity for
advancement.

C.

The opportunity to receive
rewards for superior
performance.
1

25.

Overall, how satisfied were you with your last annual
performance rating?

A.

Very satisfied

B.

C.

'

Satisfied

"

Somewhat satisfied

D.

Somewhat dissatisfied

E.

Dissatisfied

F.

Very dissatisfied

G.
26.

^ I have not yet received a performance rating.
Overall, how satisfied are you with your press
performance rating?

A.

Very satisfied

B.

Satisfied

C.

'

Somewhat satisfied

D.

Somewhat dissatisfied

E.

Dissatisfied

F.

Very dissatisfied

G.

I have not yet received a performance rating.
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27.

The current appraisal system in my journalism?

A.

Helped develop mutual understanding between my

superior and myself.

B.

Helped spoil the relationship between my
superior and myself.

C.

28.

Did not help at all.

I rate my satisfaction with my superior as;

Very High

High

5

29.

4

Average

Low

3

2

Very Low
1

Journalist ratings made under the current appraisal
system:

A.

Consistently differentiate between high and low
achievers.

B.

Sometimes differentiate between high and low
achievers.

C.

Does not differentiate between high and low
achievers.

30.

The journalist ratings under the current appraisal
system are:

A.

Consistently fair.

B.

Sometimes fair.

C.

Consistently unfair.
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31.

The current appraisal system in my journalism:

A.

Helped enhance work-group cohesiveness.

B.

Helped increase group conflict.

C.

Did not help at all.

D.

I do not know if there is a performance

appraisal system..

32.

I rate my satisfaction with the current appraisal
system as:

Very High
5

33.

High
4

Average

Low

3

Very Low

2

1

In my judgment the current appraisal system used in my
journalism is:

Excellent
5

34.

Good
4

Average
3

Below Average
2

Poor

1

Do you agree with the idea of replacing the current
appraisal system with a new one?

A.
B.

35.

Yes
_____ No

If critical of your present appraisal system, would you
attribute the problem to: (Please check as many as
applicable)

A.

Lack of communication

B.

Lack of training of appraisers.

C.

Personality clashes.
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No. 35 continued:

D.

E.
F.

36.

Failure to be constructive.

• Failure to follow up appraisal with action.
Others (Please specify)

Do you have any suggestions/recommendations to improve
the current appraisal system practice in your
journalism organization?
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DAILY PRODUCTION AMD FOLLOW-UP WORKSHEET

Date:

Department;

/

/19

Production
Editor

Working
Hours

Exclusives
News

Investigations

Missed Events

Follow-ups

Remarks

(Dept Head Only)

ro
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iIo6Anj^etes
MANAGERIAL/SUPERVISORY

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION

Employee's Name

~

SIGNATURE

~

Employee

Bate"

Department

Rater

^

Job Title

Reviewer

Appraisal Period

Time in Current Job

Date
Date
~

PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:

Each manager/supervisor is reviewed on an annual basis. This form may be used
to evaluate each person's level of job performance. Your intention should be to

let each person know what has been accomplished and to establish goals and guidelines
to improve performance and determine areas for growth. In making this evaluation,
keep these things in mind:

1.

The evaluation is of work performed throughout the most recent review period,
typically the past year. It can be used for development purposes and for
the annual salary review.

2.

The job performance is being evaluated objectively against specific job
responsibilities.

3.

The review is divided into sections. Each section has suggested items for
the employee and rater to consider when evaluating the employee's performance.
Some items may not be appropriate, and you may want to include others.

4.

Results should provide a basis for communication and discussion. Specific
examples should be used whenever possible to support the information.

5.

It is reconTOnded that the employee play a key role in evaluating his or her
performance.

The following steps will lead to that result.

(a) The employee is given this form in advance and asked to provide
information on his/her performance.

(b) The employee and rater discuss the employee's information.

(c) The rater completes his/her portion independent of the employee.
(d) It is reviewed by the appropriate management person.
(e) The employee is given a copy to review, discuss and sign.
6.

A simple rating system is a feature of the appraisal. Performance ratings
are: (1) met expectations, (2) exceeded expectations, (3) did not meet

expectations. The rater may amplify his/her rating in the space provided.
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Page 2

,

ESTABLISHED AN ENVIRONMENT FOR EXCELLENCE:

0

Accepted constructive criticism and strived for self-development.

0
0

Marketed services effectively, identified with client and customer needs.
Set a positive example as a representative of the department and company.
Maintained effectiveness under pressure.

0

Developed and clarified department mission, goals and objectives.

Sees and

communicates the big picture.

0
0
0
0

Communicated effectively with all levels, encouraged free flow of information.
Used leadership skills to inspire and achieve results.
Gave praise and recognition; helped develop high self-esteem.
Teambuilder - encouraged and implemented group problem solving, goal setting
and participative management.

EMPLOYEE'S INFORMATION:

RATER'S INFORMATION:

APPRAISAL:

[ ] Met expectations
[ ] Exceeded expectations
[ ] Did not meet expectations
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MET JOB REQUIREMENTS/OTHER GOALS AND OBJECTIVES:

0

Demonstrated good judgment and timely response in problem solving and decision

0
0

making; accepts responsibility for decisions.
Effectively managed ongoing operations.
Followed through effectively and met deadlines.

0

Regularly achieved goals.

0

Went beyond the scope of his/her own responsibility to contribute to overall

0

Other (describe)

>

L.A. Times effectiveness.

EMPLOYEE'S INFORMATION:

RATER'S INFORMATION:

APPRAISAL:

[ ]Met expectations

[ 3 Exceeded expectations
[ ] Did not meet expectations
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PLANNING AND ORGANIZING:

0

Made effective use of time.

0

Planned effectively for short and long range.

0

Ensured effective use of all resources - people, money, materials.

0

Ensured that goals at all levels are consistent with department and company
strategic objectives and budget/revenue objectives.

EMPLOYEE'S INFORMATION:

RATER'S INFORMATION:

APPRAISAL:

[ 3 Met expectations
[ 3 Exceeded expectations
[ 3 Did not meet expectations
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PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

0

Achieved full potential of people through coaching, training, setting consistent

0
0

Built strong succession candidates at all levels.
Delegated effectively and appropriately.

0

Rewarded and promoted based upon merit and solid accomplishment.
and selected personnel effectively, with due attention to the affirmative

performance standards and conducting effective performance apprHLls

0 > Matched people's personal goals with company goals to achieve a self-motivating

0

environment.

'

action plan of The Times.

EMPLOYEE'S INFORMATION:

RATER'S INFORMATION:

APPRAISAL:

[ ]Met expectations
[ ]Exceeded expectations
[ ] Did not meet expectations
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TECHNICAL SKILLS (list any skills that were specific to individual's job)

EMPLOYEE'S INFORMATION:

RATER'S INFORMATION:

APPRAISAL:

[ ] Met expectations
[ ] Exceeded expectations
[ ] Did not meet expectations
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EMPLOYEE'S COMMENTS AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE INTERVIEW:

RATER'S COMMENTS: Specific suggestions for improvement and comments on any changes
in performance since last review may be included here.

REVIEWER'S COMMENTS:
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Outline the results of your joint discussion about feasible short- and long-term
career plan for the employee. Consider knowledge and skills to acquire, developmental
assignments and target dates.
This Coming Year

Next 2-3 Years

November 1986
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Qo0Angetes Slimes
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
General Guidelines on Use

Employee's Name

..

. Department

Job Title

1 Constttef employee's perlormance lor entire period smce last review Start by completing the Com
ments portion below. Comment on employee's strengths and any need lor improvement. Cite exam
pies Use objective terms Next, rate performance on the right hand side of the form

2 Complete the reverse side Pay spiecial attention to suggestions for improvement
3 After reviewer's approval, discuss this appraisal with the employee Specify strengths, weaknesses,

Time in Current Job

. Date of I ast Review

_

_

Date ol This Review
-

^

-

--



suggestions for improvement and future expectations.

INSTRUCTIONS: Rale the employee's performance as demonstrated dunng the rating period by
COMMENTS—

placing Ihe appropriate letter from the scale below (ie E=EXCELLENT down to fi-NOT APPLICABIE)
on the line in front of each item

Indicate employee's strengths andany need forImprovement.

E = EXCELLENT; Consistently exceeded requirements and expectations
V = VERY GOOD: Mel requirements and usually exceeded them
G = GOOD: Met requirements Perlormance was acceptable and satislactory
I = IMPROVEMENT NEEDED: Did not always meet requirements, or met them only in part
U = UNACCEPTABLE Failed to meet requirements
N = NOT APPLICABLE to employee"s present job
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITY

Knowledge of job

Range of ability (variety of tasks/assignments performed)
Judgement: Applied knowledge in resolving problems
Communication skills

oral

, written

Employee and/or customer relations skills
QUALITY OF WORK
Accurate

_ Consistent

Thorough
Neat, orderly

_
_

Creative
Overall quality

PRODUCTIVITY

Speed in completing assignments
Volume of work produced

_ _ Advantageous use of time

Rate of learning new tasks/
responsibilities

RELIABILITY

Met work schedules and deadlines; followed procedures
Attendance, punctuality
JOB BEHAVIOR

Cooperated with supervision; accepted instructions, etc

Cooperated with fellow workers, volunteered help, etc

Demonstrated initiative, promoted efficiency, offered suggestions, sought
additional responsibilities; demonstrated self starting action
Cared for property, equipment, valuables
Observed safety and other procedures

ANY OTHER FACTORS RELEVANT TO EMPLOYEE S JOB (list)

OVERALL APPRAISAL OF EMPLOYEE S PERFORMANCE:(check one)
This form may be used for any position In The Times, but It is not required.
Other forms may be used If approved by the Employee Relations Department.

Excellent

Very Good

Good

Improvement Needed

Unacceptable
92 136(I S5)

Comment in general on employee's performance: note any specific suggestions for future development and/or courses of action; include any appropriate target dates

Comment on any change in employee's performance since last review: (optional)

Comments by Emptoyee: (optional

CN
CN

COMPLETE AFTER APPROVAL BY REVIEWER
Rate Increase:

Yes

Rater's

No—This performance appraisal is
,nol connected with a pay review.
No—Employee at maximum rale.

Signature^

No—Performance does not merit an increase at this time.

Signature

To be reviewed again on

_ Date_

Reviewer's

^

_ Date^

This rating has been discussed with me. My voluntary comments, if any, appear
above. My signature does not necessarily imply my agreement with the rating.

Reviewer's comments:^

Employee's
Signature

_ Date_

Forward to Employee Relations, with voucher if appropriate.

